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A Voice in the Wilderness
God tells His servants in His Word, “Cry aloud,
spare not. Lift up your voice like a trumpet and
declare to My people their transgression and to
the house of Jacob their sins!” (Isa.58:1, Parallel
Amplified Bible).
God also declares:
“Comfort, comfort My
people, says your God. Speak tenderly to the
heart of Jerusalem, and cry to her that her time of
service and her warfare are ended, that [her
punishment is accepted and] her iniquity is
pardoned, that she has received [punishment]
from the Lord’s hand double for all her sins.”
We are living in a world gone berserk with anger
and rage. “Why do the nations rage?” (Psalm
2:1). Answer – because they don’t know the true
God, and are in rebellion against His laws and
teachings and the true way of life and peace!
Isaiah wrote: “A voice of one who cries:
Prepare in the wilderness the way of the Lord
[clear away the obstacles]; make straight and
smooth a highway for our God. . . . And the glory
(majesty and splendor) of the Lord shall be
revealed, and all flesh shall see it together; for the
mouth of the Lord has spoken it” (Isaiah 40:3-5).
The Messiah is coming very SOON! Its time to
prepare to MEET Him! “Surely the Lord will do
nothing without revealing His secret to His
servants the prophets” (Amos 3:7). The purpose
of this magazine is to warn the world of what lies
ahead, and to help prepare people to get ready to
meet the Messiah, when He returns to restore all
things (Acts 3:19-21), put an end to wars, and
usher in the Kingdom of God! The prophet Amos
declared, “Prepare to meet your God, O Israel”
(Amos 4:12). No matter is more urgent, today!
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Our Perilous World –
the Growing Threat
With the terrorist attacks in Paris, France,
and San Bernardino, California, the
ominous threat of radical Muslim invasion
and terrorism is striking fear into the hearts
of Americans. President Obama blames in
on the press and the media, but everybody
knows better. It is real. It is palpable. It is
dangerous, outrageous, and terrifying.
Where did America go wrong? Why is
racial violence making a comeback? Why
is Congress so weak and impotent? Why
are so many people becoming deranged,
delusional, and mentally ill? What has
happened to plain ordinary decency
decorum, and common sense?
America and the western world has lost its
way, become confused, blinded by
ignorance and a lack of the true knowledge
of prophetic vision and insight. The
downward trend has been growing over the
decades since World War II, and escalating
madly since 2008 when the Obama
administration came on the scene. Here
are the facts – it’s time to face the truth!
-- William F. Dankenbring
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America Destroyed by Lack
of True Prophetic
Knowledge
The world is careening to destruction on a massive scale.
Panic and hysteria grip the minds of millions. Terrorism
explodes in Europe, and is beginning to strike the United
States. Where did we go wrong? How did the fanatical
Muslim jihad religion make such a successful assault on
the Western world? What does the future hold for all of
us? How can we avert disaster?
William F. Dankenbring
What started out as a humanitarian gesture to alleviate the suffering of hordes of
refugees fleeing wars and other related calamities is now turning into a nightmare for the
host nations. So much so that the facilities and resources required to sustain these
operations have been stretched to breaking points. Public support and goodwill are now
fast waning and at their lowest level so far.
Germany is a case in point and perhaps a classic case study of this ongoing trend.
The Gatestone Institute’s Soeren Kern has in a recent report noted that Germany's
Muslim population is set to nearly quadruple to an astonishing 20 million within the next
five years, based on a demographic forecast by Bavarian lawmakers. Most of the asylum
seekers are young Muslim males between 21-35. Currently, 5.8 million Muslims already
live in Germany.
The current rate of 10,000 refugees a day coming into Germany is certainly
nothing to sneeze at. The German government expects the asylum seekers numbers in
2015 to hit the 1.5 million mark, and possibly even more in 2016. And this is even before
factoring in family reunifications, after which the numbers are expected to ‘rise
exponentially’ to totally unsustainable levels.
Chancellor Angela Merkel's open-door immigration policy is facing a stern stress
test and could eventually result in a political fall-out. Gideon Rachman, writing for the
Financial Times predicts that Merkel would not survive it:
"The refugee crisis that has broken over Germany is likely to spell the end of the
Merkel era. With the country in line to receive more than a million asylum-seekers this
year alone, public anxiety is mounting — and so is criticism of Ms. Merkel, from within
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her own party. Some of her close political allies acknowledge that it is now distinctly
possible that the chancellor will have to leave office, before the next general election in
2017. Even if she sees out a full term, the notion of a fourth Merkel administration,
widely discussed a few months ago, now seems improbable...”
Uwe Brandl, president of the Bavarian Association of Municipalities says the
surge in Germany's Muslim population represents a demographic shift of epic
proportions, one that will change the face of Germany forever, "but we are just standing
by, watching it happen." Brandl warned that untrammeled migration will entail heavy
costs for German taxpayers and may also lead to social unrest.
The Immigration “Trojan Horse”
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán equally expressed alarm in his
description to the threat to safety and stability: "We are in deep trouble. The migration
crisis has the potential to destabilize governments, countries and the whole European
continent....What we have been facing is not a refugee crisis. This is a migratory
movement composed of economic migrants, refugees and also foreign fighters. This is an
uncontrolled and unregulated process.... I also want to underline that there is an unlimited
source of supply of people, after Syria, Iraq, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Africa is now also on
the move. The dimension and the volume of the danger is well above our expectations....”
It’s becoming clearer that the immigration crisis is now providing the perfect
Trojan horse with which religious extremists will easily infiltrate and destroy Europe
from within. (Prophecy News Watch, Tom Olago, Nov.11, 2015).
Today people in America and the world have turned their back on God and need
to find their way back to Him. Things are being turned upside down in all areas which is
causing chaos worldwide. ISIS jihadists maintain a stronghold based in Iraq and claim
credit for random acts of terror throughout European countries and the Middle East. War
continues to be waged in the Sudan and Syria. Massive immigration is flooding Europe
and the Obama Administration has agreed to bring 200,000 more Muslims into
America’s borders by 2016. The majority of the immigrants fleeing are Islamic young
men. Islam is diabolically opposed to Christianity on which our country was founded.
Charles Krauthammer, noted columnist, says in “Obama’s Phony War”— “With a
stunning tone, detachment and lassitude, Obama compounded his errors by impatience
and irritability at the very suggestion that his Syrian strategy has failed and caused a
backlash of migration into Europe which is threatening the entire stability of the entire
continent of Europe.” Obama’s policies have caused that and now he is saying that
America needs to bring over a 100,000 to 200,000 of these immigrants into our country
by 2016 – 2017. The only time Obama showed any passion in Turkey during his speech
was in denouncing Republicans for hard-heartedness toward Muslim refugees.
Does this once again prove that Obama in his heart-of-hearts, who grew up in
Indonesia and was trained as a Muslim—who has publicly stated the most beautiful
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sound he has ever heard on earth is the Muslim call to prayer—is still a Muslim? The rest
of the speech was mere pretense and petulance, dismissing criticisms of his Syria policy
as his critics — “just popping off at the mouth.” Both Democrats and Republicans are
confused—have turned away from God.
Krauthammer continues. “Obama brags about his 65 nation coalition to defeat
ISIS and on his war against ISIS. One of the 65 is the nation of Luxembourg. Are these
nations a real asset and able to engage in fighting ISIS? Absolutely not! There seems to
be an absence of passion and urgency in his commitment against ISIS.”
The air campaign over Syria averaged over seven strikes daily. In operation
Desert Storm, America flew 1,140 strikes a day fighting Saddam Hussein. Obama is not
fighting ISIS, because he created ISIS. Evidence is mounting that Obama is behind the
crisis in the Middle-East that is creating instability and destruction.
Krauthammer says, “Obama’s priorities are else-where. He is not worried about
Muslim extremism and he will not even use the word in the same sentence, or in any
paragraph. Obama says his priorities are climate change and closing Guantanamo in Cuba
where multiple Muslim terrorists are being held as prisoners.”
Five top terrorist commanders and Guantanamo detainees have already been
released from Guantanamo in exchange for U.S. solder Bergdahl, a prisoner of war
defector who turned Muslim.
The Dance of Death
There is a dance of death in the West and actual death in the Middle East,
courtesy of the Islamofascists. Meanwhile, the Caesar in the White House entertains
himself with a thousand sycophants, partying on behind closed doors as if the
Islamofascist hand will not touch him. He thinks he’s protected from this new plague, the
Black Death of radical Islam.
We’re facing something the West hasn’t had to deal with since the wars of
religion in the 16th and 17th centuries. When those religious wars ended in one place,
they began in another. They lasted for over one hundred years.
The same thing is happening right now. The radical Muslims are on the warpath
and they are against everyone else. They are against Muslims who are not as fanatical.
They are against the members of all other religions. They think they are going to take us
back to some pristine religious period in human history that never actually occurred.
It’s all complete rubbish. These “faith warriors” live lower than the pigs they
despise. They kidnap and rape 8-year-old girls and say the Quran authorizes it. They’re
not purists. They’re killers. They’re Nazis in head scarfs. They aren’t leading a religious
revival. They’re trying to take us back to a state of barbarism that has been extinct for
1,200 years.
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This is a barbaric revolution, and we have a man in the White House who denies
its existence. But whether he chooses to acknowledge it or not, it’s going to continue
until someone puts a stop to it.
Jonathan Sacks called the fight against radical Islam the “defining conflict of the
next generation.” He likened radical Islam to a starfish. When you cut off a spider’s head,
it dies. But when you cut off the leg of a starfish, the starfish can regenerate it. Radical
political Islam is a starfish. If you defeat ISIS or al-Qaeda, they will merely come back
under another name.
Why would any government bring in unvetted Muslim immigrants at a time like
this? It would seem that only an insane prince would do this to his country. But Obama is
not insane. He’s stoned. He’s stoned on the orthodoxy of the progressive left. Obama and
his supporters are drunk on their ideology. They think they’re going to create a
progressive utopia by continuing their attack on all Western values.
This is precisely how great civilizations of the past declined and eventually fell.
They rejected the values that made them great and degenerated into narcissism and
selfishness. They kept on partying until they were too weak to defend themselves. Then,
the unthinkable happened. They fell. (Michael Savage, “Dance of Death in the West,”
Front Page, Nov.14, 2015).
The Beginning of World War III
With the events we are watching unfold in Europe and much of the Middle East;
with the constant attacks on people of many other nations, including the United States,
there is concern and discussion in our country and indeed, all over the world about the
war being waged by, “Muslim Radicals” on behalf of their Religion of Islam. This is a
war against all people who are not of the Muslim faith or who do not support Islam and
Sharia Law. Make no mistake, we are under attack by Muslims.
If anyone speaks of the Muslims who are waging this war without including the
qualifying terms “Islamic Radicals,” they are chastised rather harshly for not being
politically correct. Have you ever wondered why the so called moderate Muslims, who
may not embrace terrorism, do not speak up in outrage against and put a stop to what is
being waged in the name of Islam? Those who are waging this war of murder and other
atrocities are devout Muslims, true to their faith and the teachings of their Koran. They
are indeed radical because the Religion of Islam is a Radical Religion. Islamic Radicals
and the Religion of Islam are one and the same. To be a “moderate” Muslim only means
you are not a true and devout Muslim, guided in all things by the teachings and
commands of the Koran.
Islam is most definitely NOT a religion of peace. It is in fact a religion of
submission. The war Islamists are waging against mankind will only be won when all
people submit to Islam and Sharia Law through either conversion or death. The truth is
that ALL MUSLIMS WHO ARE DEDICATED TO THEIR FAITH AND THE
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TEACHINGS OF THE KORAN HAVE AS THEIR GOAL THE TOTAL
DESTRUCTION OF ALL NATIONS WITH SECULAR, CONSTITUTIONAL FORMS
OF GOVERNMENT.
Islam is not only a religion but a form of government with its own law called
Sharia, a very evil thing in itself. It is the only religion in the world which has an
overriding goal to control and dominate all human beings on earth. There is no other
religion which seeks absolute power and authority over all mankind. And that power shall
be obtained by means of deadly force if that is what it takes.
World War III has begun! WE ARE AT WAR. When our nation is at war, who
is constitutionally, the Supreme Commander of all efforts to defeat our enemies? It is our
president.
Unfortunately, no American President has ever been so partial to Muslims and
Islam as President Barack Obama. He will not refer to our attackers as what they are. He
cannot bring himself to say the words, “Islamic terrorism.” What does it say about our
chances of survival in the United States when the Commander in Chief refuses to
publicly recognize who we are fighting?
Every world leader of any standing has declared that we are confronted by the
actions of Islamic Terrorists except one – President Obama of the United States.
The events we are watching unfold in Europe and the Middle East, the beheadings of Americans by the Islamic State and other such events of murder and mayhem
have taken place without our president so much as naming the enemy. This has aroused
concerns in many that President Obama might in fact be a Muslim. There is an Islamic
doctrine known as “taqiyya” that permits Muslims to deny they are Muslim if it would
be dangerous to admit the truth and to knowingly deceive infidels (anyone who is not a
Muslim). Ask yourself if you believe Barack Obama to be capable of lying, or of being
deceitful to achieve an end.
World War III Has Begun!
Pope Francis, referring to the growing barbarism and genocidal fury of Islamic
jihadists and specifically ISIS, eerily predicted months ago that a “piecemeal World War
III” was emerging, evidenced by ever-mounting “crimes, massacres, destruction.”
World leaders agreed – from Jordan's King Abdullah, who called the fight against
ISIS a “Third World War” and urged all nations to help neutralize the threat posed by the
metastasizing terror army, to former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, to former
Ukrainian ambassador Yuri Shcherbak – all warning that we are literally staring World
War III in the face.
In the U.S., clear-headed pundits echoed the warnings: “World War III has
begun,” opined top-rated radio talker Mark Levin. “I sincerely believe it. ... It hasn't
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begun like any other war, but it's begun. ... and I believe we're going to be attacked.”
Newt Gingrich added, “The real war is worldwide and the real enemy is Islamic
supremacy in all its forms. The center of gravity,” added the former House Speaker, “is
not Syria. The center of gravity is the Internet.” Glenn Beck agreed we're looking at
World War III, but warned that that “Nobody will recognize it yet. ... Just like we were at
the beginning of World War II when they invaded Poland. We are entering those times –
we just don’t know it yet.”
Interestingly, most of these various WWIII predictions came before ISIS downed
a Russian passenger jet killing all on board, before the horrific Friday the 13th terror
attacks that ravaged Paris, and before ISIS' promises to wreak similar havoc in America,
especially in Washington and New York. They came before hordes of Muslim “refugees”
– most of them military-aged men rather than “widows and orphans” – could be seen
streaming in biblical numbers across Europe to Germany and other nations, and before
Obama announced plans to bring tens of thousands of Syrian Muslims to America.
Indeed, they came before revelations that ISIS already had hundreds of jihadists,
terror cells and active recruiters operating within the U.S., and before the recent Islamic
terrorist massacre in, of all places, San Bernardino, California.
With the peoples of the West finally waking up to the full-scale Islamic war being
waged against them – via open warfare, terrorism, ideological indoctrination, aggressive
recruitment and demographic invasion – there is yet one more problem to confront:
Barack Obama, president of the United States, leader of the free world, commander-inchief of the world's most powerful military, who is not merely AWOL in this war. He is
widely regarded as delusional at best – and at worst, aiding America's enemies.
For not only has Obama brought ISIS into existence by disastrously creating a
power vacuum in Iraq after the allies' victory, and not only has he refused to destroy ISIS
ever since. But his solution to the rapidly advancing Islamic invaders is to mount a weak
and halfhearted military campaign of pin-prick strikes on ISIS, while denying the very
existence of the larger global threat of expansionist Islam, thus allowing the cancer to
continue to metastasize throughout the world.
Is Barack Obama a Closet Muslim?
Barack Obama has never made a secret of the fact that both his father and
stepfather were Muslims. It is well documented that when he lived in Indonesia he
attended a madrassa – a school devoted to the teaching of Islam – until he was ten years
of age.
Many of us have seen his interview with George Stephanopoulus, when Obama
said “John McCain has not talked about my Muslim faith” and Stephanopoulus was quick
to suggest to Obama that he really meant to say his “Christian faith.” Obama quickly
responded, “Yes my Christian faith.”
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Can you imagine any Christian you know,
calling himself a Muslim?

under any circumstances accidentally

Obama has publicly referred to the Muslim call to prayer as “one of the prettiest
sounds on earth at sunset.” He has recited its opening lines with a perfect Arabic accent
saying “Allah is supreme. I witness that there is no God but Allah.”
Is Barack Obama a Muslim? Obama grew up as a Muslim, his father and step
father were Muslim, he attended a Muslim school in Indonesia while growing up as a
young boy, and has said no sound is prettier to him that the call to prayer by a Muslim
cleric. He has ridiculed the Bible, both the Old Testament and the New Testament, and
has spoken of the “holy Koran” often in speeches. There is no doubt in my mind that he
is a Muslim loving fanatic, and welcomes those of the Muslim religion into the United
States as “refugees,” but refuses to allow similar access to Chaldean Christians fleeing
the Middle East. (WND,
Danger to the West
What we are witnessing today in France, other countries of Europe, Australia,
Iraq, and Syria will spread into the United States. WE ABSOLUTELY MUST STOP
THINKING, “THAT CAN’T HAPPEN HERE.” I assure you if we don’t enlighten
ourselves and stop allowing our lives to be ruled by political correctness, it can and
surely WILL happen here. The issue is now front and center in our current presidential
race. It is time to consider the threat posed to our nation and our liberty.
The danger facing America, today, is monumental – enormous! Why are we
facing all these escalating dangers NOW?
America is in the Danger Zone
Over the past fifty years, America has rebelled against God and crossed all of
these dangerous biblical boundaries:
• 1962 – Engel v. Vitale: the removal of Prayer in public schools by the Supreme Court.
• 1963 – Abington School District v. Schempp: the removal of Bible reading in public
schools by the Supreme Court.
• 1973 – Rowe v. Wade legalized abortions by the Supreme Court. Since America has
performed over 55 million abortions. Presently about one million abortions are occurring
per year in America.
• 2013 – United States v. Windsor: the case that the Supreme Court struck down the
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA). DOMA stated that one man should be married to one
woman. DOMA was biblically supported. We read in Genesis 2:24, “Therefore a man
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shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and they shall become one
flesh.”
• 2015 – Obergefell v. Hodges: the Supreme Court case that ruled in favor of Same Sex
Marriages.
This is an abomination in God’s sight! We read, “Because of this, God gave them
over to shameful lusts. Even their women exchanged natural sexual relations for
unnatural ones” (Romans 1:26, NIV). “In the same way the men also abandoned natural
relations with women and were inflamed with lust for one another. Men committed
shameful acts with other men, and received in themselves the due penalty for their error”
(verse 27).
• 2015 – The present White House Administration has turned its back on Israel. Obama
believes the Iran nuclear deal is good, but Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu believes it’s
the worst deal imaginable.
The Word of God declares, “But if you do not do so [obey God in faith], then take
note, you have sinned against the LORD, and be sure your sin will find you out”
(Numbers 32:23). The NIV has it, “"But if you won't do so, look out! You will be
sinning against the LORD. Be certain of this, that your sin will catch up to you!”
The Lord has provided ample warnings to Americans that the country is headed
for destruction. These forewarnings have come in the forms of remedial judgments,
prophetic voices, and ultimately by giving them the ungodly leaders they deserve. For
instance, U.S. President Barack Hussein Obama is the most pro-abortion, prohomosexual, and anti-Israel president in America’s history! The fact that he was reelected
for a second term evidences the spiritual and moral bankruptcy of the nation!
The Point of No Return
A nation can reach a point of no return, when the Lord determines that its
destruction cannot be averted. This happened to the Southern Kingdom of Judah about
2700 years ago during the time of the Hebrew prophet Jeremiah. Three times he was
essentially told not to waste time praying for the people of Judah.
“Therefore do not pray for this people, nor lift up a cry or prayer for them, nor
make intercession to Me; for I will not hear you. Do you not see what they do in the cities
of Judah and in the streets of Jerusalem?” (Jer.7:16-17).
Most Americans, British and other peoples today will not receive correction. God
says of them, “This is a nation that does not obey the voice of the LORD their God nor
receive correction. Truth has perished and has been cut off from their mouth” (Jer.7:28).
God says, “Will they fall and not rise? Will one turn away and not return? Why
has this people slidden back . . . in a perpetual backsliding? They hold fast to deceit, they
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refuse to return . . . No man repented of his wickedness, saying, ‘What have I done?’
Everyone turned to his own course, as a horse rushes to battle” (Jer.8:4-6).
“Were they ashamed when they had committed abomination? No! They were not
at all ashamed, nor did they know how to blush” Jer.8:12).
Therefore, God says, “So do not pray for this people, or lift up a cry or prayer for
them; for I will not hear them in the time that they cry out to Me because of their trouble”
(Jer.11:14).
A third time God told Jeremiah his servant, “Do not pray for this people, for their
good” (Jer.14:11). Three times means it is settled. The people have gone too far.
Punishment and judgment must follow! God says, “When they fast, I will not hear their
cry; and when they offer burnt offering and grain offering, I will not accept them. But I
will consume them by the sword, by the famine, and by the pestilence” (verse 12).
After Jeremiah received his instruction not to pray for the people of Judah, he
forewarned them of their forthcoming judgment. The people would be deported for
seventy years into Babylonian captivity and the land would remain desolate during that
period.
If ancient Judah would have repented, Almighty God would certainly have
relented from judgment.
The same lesson applies to America and Great Britain and modern Israel, today.
The question for Americans to ask is: IS America going to repent, as a nation, before it is
too late? Is there a national repentance forthcoming in the near future?
If America, like Judah, has passed the point of no return and has no national
repentance in store for its future, then Americans need to prepare for a horrendous
holocaust, invasion, catastrophe and historical collapse as a nation, such as has never
before occurred on such a massive scale!
The prophet Hosea warned the Northern Kingdom of Israel that it would be
destroyed. This destruction was caused by the Assyrian empire and occurred in 721-718
B.C. America is facing similar judgment, today!
Hosea urged his fellow Israelites beforehand to become informed so that they
could get prepared for the forthcoming destruction. God Almighty warned the people,
“My people are DESTROYED for lack of knowledge. Because you have rejected
knowledge [of God and His Word], I also will reject you from being priest for Me;
because you have forgotten the LAW of your God, I also will forget your children”
(Hosea 4:6).
Prophetic information about the destruction of the Northern Kingdom of Israel
was abundantly available to the people of Israel, not only from his teachings, but also
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those of the prophets Amos, Isaiah and others. It was not the Lord’s fault if His people
didn’t get the message or pay attention to the warnings!
Hosea 4:1 informs that his message of judgment was for all the inhabitants of
Israel, whether they had faith in God or not. Hosea 4:14 warned that everyone, believers
and unbelievers, who lacked understanding were going to be trampled in the dust.
Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, Almighty God has been
warning Americans about the dangers that lie ahead, but are we rejecting those warnings?
What about you?
Without Prophetic Vision People Perish!
It’s high time that Christians begin to take seriously the imminent prophecies of
the Bible. They need to understand them and then ask the Lord for protection, direction
and guidance in their lives. Ask for opportunities to share the knowledge you learn from
this process with others. This is vital knowledge that will help the people of God through
the coming time of chaos and worldwide calamity. This knowledge is founded on the
prophetic word of God.
Solomon wrote, “Without vision [prophetic knowledge] the people perish”
(Prov.29:18). The New King James Version says, “Where there is no [prophetic]
revelation, the people cast off restraint [they do whatever comes “natural” – they follow
their lusts and evil desires]; but happy is he who keeps the law.”
The Lord knew that our, generation, the final one before the coming of the
Messiah, would be an information saturated world – that the total fund of knowledge
would grow exponentially in our time. Knowledge would explode exponentially
(Dan.12:1-4). But we also need lots of spiritual information in order to live intelligent
lives during these turbulent end times. Therefore, He imparted prophetic knowledge ages
ago through Christ, the apostles and the prophets.
As Amos declared, “Surely the Lord GOD does nothing, unless He reveals His
secret to His servants the prophets. A lion has roared! Who will not fear? The Lord
GOD has spoken! Who can but prophesy” (Amos 3:7-8).
Now more than ever before in America, the primary individual focus needs to be
to repent of personal sins and wrong-doing, and to return to God and His laws and His
Word!
Mass Delusion in America
From alleged widespread racism to “Islamophobia” to “gender reassignment,” the
way the American left currently portrays many of today’s top issues is not only wrong,
says bestselling author David Kupelian, it is an attempt to forcibly replace reality with a
series of coveted delusions – commonly called “narratives.”
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Kupelian, whose latest book is “The Snapping of the American Mind,” made his
comments during a fast-paced drive-time interview with popular San Francisco KSFO
radio talker Brian Sussman.
“The statistics are simply mind-melting,” said Kupelian, referring to the
astronomical levels of addiction, depression and family breakdown in today’s America,
which he ties in his book to the left’s ongoing “fundamental transformation of America.”
“One hundred and thirty million people are dependent on legal or illegal mind-altering
substances. We’re not talking 130,000. This sounds like all the adults, almost – it’s like
[we're] a nation of addicts!”
As part of the progressive-left influence that Kupelian says is so adversely
affecting the nation, Americans are being intimidated, bullied and seduced into accepting
a whole slew of false “narratives” as though they represented reality, said Kupelian.
A “narrative,” he said, is just “a nice name for a … mass delusion.”
Kupelian rattled off a few examples of present-day false media narratives:
“Faisal Mohammad wasn’t motivated by jihad.”
“Bruce Jenner is a woman.”
“Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, was a victim of racist police – even
though it’s proven that he was a predator,” Kupelian added. “He was a punk on drugs
who had just knocked off a convenience store and he tried to kill a cop, to grab his gun!”
But “it doesn’t matter” to the left, said Kupelian. “You still hear about Ferguson and
Michael Brown” as though the mythical “gentle giant” was a victim of trigger-happy,
racist cops.
Another delusion-based narrative, said Kupelian, is that “Islam is a religion of
peace. I have to tell you, I have about 100 family members who were killed by jihadists
during the Armenian Genocide,” said Kupelian. “Islam has not been a religion of peace
for the last 14 centuries. And it doesn’t show any signs of beginning now.”
"Where is this all coming from?" Kupelian asked rhetorically.
"We don’t live in a vacuum. … I’m saying we have a culture and a presidency in
which basically we’re taught there is no God, there is no right and wrong and the biblical
morals that this country did pretty well with for several centuries are oppressive and
racist and we need to get rid of them!" He added, "There’s a side of us that feels like this
is liberation, but there’s a price to pay. We’re paying the price now."
Indeed, American politics has become so unhinged, he said, it is hard for normal
Americans to even process what is happening.
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"Hillary Clinton should be in prison, he noted, adding, "We have this socialist
who, God bless Donald Trump, he referred to Bernie Sanders as a 'communist maniac.'"
He then told Sussman: "I defy your listeners to go to the CPUSA website,
Communist Party USA [cpusa.org] … Tell me the difference between the communist –
forget socialism, the Communist Party USA – and the Democrat Party. Everything [on the
CPUSA site] is 'war on women,' 'racism,' all the same stuff" over which today's Democrat
Party obsesses, he said.
The result of this political and moral insanity, Kupelian believes, is a kind of
massive psychological strain imposed on Americans who find it difficult to live on a diet
of lies.
America the Bizarre
Dave Kupellian writes, “AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL HAS BECOME AMERICA
THE BIZARRE. [Emphasis mine.] Government openly defies the law, Christians are
prosecuted as criminals, children ‘transition’ to the opposite sex, the president supports
our enemies –and 130 million Americans depend on mind-altering substances just to get
through life. Turbocharged by the Obama presidency, long-coalescing forces of the
political and progressive cultural Left are bringing about their much-heralded
‘fundamental transformation of America.’ Today the Left which dominates America’s
key institutions, from the news and entertainment media, to education, to government
itself―is accomplishing much more than just enlarging government, redistributing
wealth, and de-Christianizing the culture.
“With the Left’s wild celebration of sexual anarchy, comes its intimidating culture
of political correctness, and its incomprehension of the fundamental sacredness of human
life. What few realize about this transformation is that the sheer stress of daily living in
today’s upside down America is literally driving millions of Americans to the point of
illness—widespread dependency, debauchery, family breakdown, crime, corruption,
addiction, despair, and suicide.”
Surveying this growing chaos in American society, Kupelian exposes both the
utopian revolutionaries and their extraordinary methods that have turned America’s most
cherished values literally upside down—“to the point that madness is celebrated and
normality demonized.”
In The Snapping of the American Mind," said Kupelian, “I’m connecting the dots
between that big picture” of the Obama-left's “fundamental transformation” of America
“and the individual picture of the wretchedness and brokenness and pathology of the 130
million Americans that are dependent on [toxic] substances.” Kupelian declared that
leftist deception and intimidation “is actually driving good, unsuspecting Americans over
the edge to depression, anger, mental illness, addiction, family breakdown – all the
pathology and the wretchedness we see on the individual level which we don’t really
attach to politics so much.”
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Kupelian’s message is deadly serious. And for those who actually want to help
troubled people, he has simple advice – stick to reality. He affirmed the biological
impossibility of “sex change” – or to use today's euphemism, “gender reassignment” –
citing the finding of the former psychiatrist-in-chief at Johns Hopkins Hospital that
changing genders is “biologically impossible.”
“This is a controversial thing to say, especially in San Francisco,” Kupelian
advised. “You cannot transition from one sex to the other. An adult male has about 37
trillion cells. Every one of them is permanently branded with Y [male] chromosomes.”
Kupelian said going along with transgenderism and other absurdities amounts to
encouraging mental illness. As he put it, if a pathologically skinny anorexic woman
thinks she is fat – a common syndrome among anorexics – “we don’t need to pretend she
is fat.”
David Kupelian says, “The Snapping of the American Mind, is my metaphor for
what we've lived through since the 1960s, meaning, we don't really understand what has
happened to us and what has been leading us and where it's leading us to”, he said.
“We've just been changing very rapidly over the past few decades, and most people don't
really understand why.” The American people largely resisted major leftwing changes, he
said, but the election of Barack Obama changed that. “It is all a big blur now. Pause a
minute and consider that America’s most vexing geopolitical problems in the ‘Godless’
Modern Age have revolved around two malignant and virulently expansionist
ideologies—Marxism, and sharia Islam. Yet for some reason Americans elected as their
leader someone with a strong affinity for both.”
“It is a matter of public record, Obama was schooled as a Muslim in Indonesia,
followed by decades steeped in Marxism and Far-Left radicalism –a worldview he has
never renounced. But we did not hear this from the big media, who instead anointed
Obama as a political messiah, comparing him with Jesus and God, in what became a fullfledged cult of personality, complete with people fainting right and left at his rallies.
Three weeks after Obama’s inauguration in January 2009, Newsweek’s cover headlined,
‘We Are All Socialists Now.’ Congressional leaders Nancy Pelosi and Harry Reid
abandoned efforts to fix the economy and instead maniacally pursued their plan to force
the holy grail of socialism – government run health care – down the throat of an
unwilling America. Millions of Americans openly objected to the Affordable Care Act
which forced them to lose their health insurance, but that was just the beginning.”
Since then, crisis after crisis and scandal after scandal piled up as we behold our
leaders in power essentially enthralled with the core ideology of Marxism, socialism, or
collectivism.
Is Obama Himself Delusional?
“Is Barack Obama delusional?” That is a serious question. That’s how Bill
O’Reilly led off his Fox News show, addressing Obama’s press conference in Turkey in
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which the president defended his disastrously ineffective policies for dealing with the
rapidly metastasizing terror army ISIS which, after last week’s hellish Paris attacks, vows
Washington, D.C., is next.
After the commercial break, O’Reilly started in again: “Is President Barack
Obama delusional about ISIS?” O’Reilly then interviewed Charles Krauthammer.
Responded Krauthammer, a Pulitzer-winning columnist and former psychiatrist:
“Judging from the press conference, there are several explanations for that appalling
performance; the kindest is that he’s delusional.”
Krauthammer explained: “He said on Friday that ISIS was not gaining in strength,
[though] even his own Dianne Feinstein said essentially it’s a delusion. Of course it’s
gaining in strength … But the reason that ‘delusion’ is the kindest [explanation], is I think
the more likely explanation is, he knows that opposition is weakening, he knows that ISIS
is strong and that it’s a threat, but in the end, he doesn’t think it matters. He’s never
thought the war on terror was important or existential. …”
O’Reilly replied, “But how can you say that he doesn’t understand that millions of
people – millions of people – are either dying, being dislocated, being tortured, being
wounded … and you still, Charles Krauthammer, say he doesn’t care? It doesn’t mean
anything to him?”
Krauthammer asserted: “There’s a difference between millions of people
suffering and an existential threat to the West, which is what it is, and which is what he
denies.”
A little later in Fox’s primetime lineup, former CIA operative Mike Baker, a guest
on “Hannity,” described Obama’s actions and attitude with regard to radical Islam as
“surreal.”
Then Hannity, in an exchange with psychology expert Dr. Gina Loudon about the
Paris terror attacks, observed: “Some good people have a hard time grasping that these
people could go into a crowded theater and start shooting innocent men, women and
children. That’s just evil, in our time. This president’s not recognizing, won’t recognize –
it’s pathological that he won’t recognize radical Islam.”
“It’s absolutely pathological,” responded Loudon. “And it’s not just pathological;
it’s stupid and it’s dangerous.”
“Delusional.” “Surreal.” “Doesn’t care.” “Pathological.” “Stupid.” “Dangerous.”
That’s America’s 44th president they’re talking about.
For the past seven years, sane Americans have been trying to explain Obama,
evoking various hypotheses – including the possibility that he’s a genuine sociopath, that
is, without conscience.
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Fox pundit, long-time ABC News personality and Pulitzer-winning columnist
George Will described “Barack Obama’s intellectual sociopathy – his often breezy and
sometimes loutish indifference to truth.”
Here’s a typical description of “sociopathy,” so let’s see how it fits: “Sociopaths
are often well-liked because of their charm and high charisma, but they do not usually
care about other people. They think mainly of themselves and often blame others for the
things that they do. They have a complete disregard for rules and lie constantly. They
seldom feel guilt or learn from punishments.” Seems like a pretty good fit, but let’s
continue.
“One veteran forensic psychiatrist I know – an expert witness in thousands of
court cases, whose expertise is sizing up criminal/antisocial people and determining what
makes them tick – has described Obama to me in terms of ‘malignant narcissistic
personality disorder.’ The modifier ‘malignant’ signifies the version of ‘narcissistic
personality disorder’ that may cross over into criminality, he explained.
“He reviewed with me a list of some of the major symptoms of NPD, comparing
them with Obama’s behavior as president. Among the key markers: 1) a grandiose view
of one’s achievements (everything with Obama is ‘historic’), 2) an utter inability to
handle criticism (almost everyone criticizing Obama or his policies is attacked as selfish,
‘partisan’ or racist) and 3) lack of genuine empathy. (Obama’s designation of the
apocalyptic Paris terror attacks as a ‘setback’ in his foreign policy was reminiscent of his
televised speech on the day of the Fort Hood terror attack. With the entire nation reeling
in shock and yearning for strong, reassuring words from their commander in chief,
Obama instead engaged in small talk and an inane ‘shout-out’ for two full minutes before
even mentioning that the worst terrorist attack on American soil since 9/11 had just
occurred hours earlier.)”
Here’s how psychiatrist M. Scott Peck, M.D., explains people like Obama in his
classic best-seller, “People of the Lie”: He says malignant narcissism is characterized by
an unsubmitted will. All adults who are mentally healthy submit themselves one way or
another to something higher than themselves, be it God or truth or love or some other
ideal. They do what God wants them to do rather than what they would desire. “Thy will,
not mine, be done,” the God-submitted person says. They believe in what is true rather
than what they would like to be true.
In summary, to a greater or lesser degree, all mentally healthy individuals submit
themselves to the demands of their own conscience. Not so the evil, however. In the
conflict between their guilt [i.e., conscience] and their will, it is the guilt that must go and
the will that must win.
With the catastrophic Obama-era decline of America now threatening to spin
entirely out of control, many are again straining to understand what on earth is really
going on inside Obama’s mind:
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•

Some, as previously mentioned, cite the disturbing degree to which Obama
manifests full-blown symptoms of narcissism and/or sociopathy.

•

Some cite his barely disguised Marxist worldview (Fox pundit Monica Crowley
recently said on the radio, “Obama’s not a Democrat. He’s a Marxist
revolutionary”), with its obsession with radical redistribution of wealth and
power. Marxism, by definition, justifies as “moral” not merely lying, but ruthless
suppression of dissent, violence and tyranny – as long as these measures advance
the glorious (though delusional) utopian cause. “Exhibit A” for this point would
be the entire 20th century.

•

Some cite Obama’s childhood and upbringing. His Marxist-atheist-alcoholicbigamist Kenyan father abandoned him, his Islamic stepfather raised him as a
Muslim in Indonesia, his mother essentially abandoned him, and his most
influential mentor as a young teenager was Frank Marshall Davis, a card-carrying
member of the Communist Party USA, a pornographer and admitted sexual
abuser of minors.

•

Some cite Obama’s religious background – his 20-year affiliation with his
“spiritual mentor,” the Rev. Jeremiah Wright, who preached raw hatred of
America, capitalism and white people, and whose “black liberation theology”
gospel amounts to Afro-centric Marxism dressed up with cherry-picked Bible
verses.

•

Some cite his background in “Chicago politics” – a euphemism for wall-to-wall
corruption and criminality. Indeed, the state of Illinois, where a staggering total of
four recent governors – Otto Kerner, Dan Walker, George Ryan and Rod
Blagojevich – have gone to prison for corruption, remains a political cesspool to
this day, as confirmed by a study from the University of Illinois at Chicago’s
political science department. Obama is a product of this legendarily corrupt
“Chicago machine” and played the game ruthlessly while rising in the ranks there.

•

Some cite Obama’s education, the most important part of which, by his own
admission, came via Saul Alinsky. During the 2008 campaign, Obama said of his
years steeped in the Chicago Marxist’s revolutionary “community organizing”
methods: “It was that education that was seared into my brain. It was the best
education I ever had, better than anything I got at Harvard Law School.”

So, let’s take stock and analyze Obama’s character formation: abandonment by
his father, early Muslim training, toxic teen influences, hardcore Marxist indoctrination
and Alinsky training, drug abuse (“Choom Gang”), association with criminals (Tony
Rezko) and terrorists (William Ayers), racist religious affiliation (Jeremiah Wright),
extreme political ambition and probable mental illness/disorder.
That is quite a cocktail that forms the current U.S. president’s worldview and
sensibilities!
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The question is not whether Obama is delusional or not – that is undeniable. The
question is, in what frame of reference is he delusional – the narrow one Krauthammer
cites, regarding Obama’s denial that radical Islam poses an existential threat to America
and the world? Or the wider context of the rest of life? For when we widen our scope, we
are forced to acknowledge that Obama gravitates toward evil and delusion not just with
regard to the jihad threat, but in virtually every area:
He wants to force 15-year-old girls to shower naked with boys who delusionally
believe they’re girls.
He intentionally allows our nation to be overrun with illegal aliens and legal
“refugees” from cultures that hate America (today’s headline says of the Syrian refugees
already in the U.S., 2,098 are Muslims and 53 are Christians).
He annually releases tens of thousands of convicted criminal illegal aliens – we’re
talking murderers, rapists and drug dealers – back onto American streets.
He’s a radical proponent of what can only be called infanticide, the “aborting” of
fully formed, full-term healthy human babies.
In every area, Obama demonstrates an unfortunate affinity for that which normal
people would describe as destructive, corrupt, evil.
Whatever the ultimate explanation of Obama’s delusional presidency, he
demonstrates at every turn a remarkable attraction for that which is destructive and
corrupting to human life, that is, “evil.” And he is dragging America – and increasingly
the world – through hell in search of it, which he somehow, however inexplicably, sees as
good. (see David Kupelian, “Whistleblower,” Nov.17, 2015).
Is Obama Dangerous to America?
As President Obama continues his push to bring more Syrian refugees to America
even in the aftermath of the Paris terror attacks by the Islamic State, talk-radio host Rush
Limbaugh says the U.S. president is now a threat.
“I’m telling you Obama has become dangerous,” declared Limbaugh on his
national broadcast Wednesday. “Where do you think the modern-day, 19- [or] 20-yearold terrorist comes from, Mr. President?”
“We can’t take the world here. There is no right to immigrate. We just can’t
accept every human being suffering in this world in the United States.”
Obama in the Philippines on Wednesday slammed Republicans who are pushing
efforts to bar Syrian refugees from entering the U.S., calling their words offensive and
insisting “it needs to stop.”
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“Apparently they’re scared of widows and orphans coming into the United States
of America as part of our tradition of compassion,” Obama said. “At first they were
worried about the press being too tough on ‘em during debates. Now they’re worried
about three-year-old orphans. That doesn’t sound very tough to me. They’ve been playing
on fear in order to try to score political points or to advance their campaigns. And it’s
irresponsible. And it’s contrary to who we are. And it needs to stop, because the world is
watching.”
The president claimed tough-talking rhetoric from the GOP could be used as a
recruitment tool by ISIS. He also indicated the American process for screening refugees
for U.S. entry is strict, noting the nation doesn’t make good decisions “based on
hysteria.”
“We are not well served when in response to a terrorist attack we descend into
fear and panic,” Obama said.
Limbaugh, a staunch champion for the political right, defended the listeners of his
program from Obama’s remarks, stating:
“You are not even close to what the president or the media or any of his other
allies are attempting to accuse you of. There is precedent for every instinctive attitude
you’ve got. Our instinct is right on the money with all this. We know this isn’t right. We
know this isn’t sensible.”
“We are not a nation of racists, sexists, bigots, homophobes or what have you,”
Limbaugh continued.
“As far as Barack Obama is concerned, you and me and every other Republican
conservative is a bigger reprobate and a bigger threat than ISIS. And that, sadly, is not
even arguable.”
The radio host explained, “Everything you’re watching … is political in nature
and is being reported to you because of the political opportunity the issue has.”
“Why is it so many Democrats don’t even want to ask questions, [and] don’t even
care to find out who they [the refugees] are? They just want them here. The answer is
political. It’s not humanitarian. It’s not rooted in compassion. The answer is politics.”
If the Republicans win the White House in 2016, Limbaugh opined that the day
after the election, “The media’s gonna say, ‘I wonder why the Democrats lost so big?’
And they’re gonna go back and maybe consider this.” (Joe Kovac, Nov.18, 2015)
Obama’s Hypocrisy
Like the emperor with no clothes, President Obama doesn’t seem to recognize his
own hypocrisy. When a killer uses a gun to take out students on a school campus, the
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president condemns the weapon more vehemently than the violence, calling for
regulations that would further restrict the Second Amendment rights of law-abiding gun
owners — turning them into sitting ducks for the next attack.
When an Islamic terrorist murders innocents in the name of Allah, the president
tells us not to judge, to be patient, to show understanding. How can he encourage such
behavior toward radical extremists?
Only days after the Paris terrorist attacks, thousands of fans in the stands of a
Turkish soccer stadium booed during a moment of silence for the Paris victims. Then
they began cheering, “Allah Akbar!” These screaming fans represent the very people
President Obama says we should bring into our country by the tens of thousands.
Is that statement mere exaggeration? Is it an exaggeration to believe Islamic
extremist will kill “infidels” if given the opportunity? Globally, 10 percent of the
population is Islamic — that’s 100 million people who want to kill, crucify, behead, or
enforce a tax on non-Muslims.
The FINAL Wake Up Call
How can a person cope with living in a world of false narratives and dreamlike
illusions?
We need to wake up. We just need to wake up.
Says David Kupelian, “People tell me, ‘You know, this is a nightmare we’re
living in under Obama.’ … It’s true, but there’s only one step away from a nightmare to
being awake again. You just have to wake up. You have to put aside these sleepy
delusions that make us feel so comfortable in our dream world.”
God’s Word makes it plain: “How long wilt thou sleep, O sluggard? when wilt
thou arise out of thy sleep?” (Proverbs 6:9).
“

Therefore He saith: ‘Awake, thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and
Christ shall give thee light.’” (Ephesians 5:14).
“And that, knowing the time, that now it is high time to awaken out of sleep; for
now is our salvation nearer than when we first believed” (Romans 13:11, KJV).
“Besides this you know what [a critical] hour this is, how it is high time now for
you to wake up out of your sleep (rouse to reality). For salvation (final deliverance) is
nearer to us now than when we first believed (adhered to, trusted in, and relied on Christ,
the Messiah)” (Romans 13:11, Amplified).
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Prophecy Briefs
Snapping of the American Mind
If someone just 20 years ago had said, for
starters, that we'd someday elect an antiAmerican president who would intentionally
flood our borders with millions of illegal
immigrants and Islamist "refugees," that we'd
soon celebrate as "heroic" a former Olympic
champion for mutilating his body and pretending
to be a woman, that we'd have five extremist
lawyers on the Supreme Court unconstitutionally
force the radical redefinition of marriage to
mollify people with same-sex fetishes – you
might call that person crazy.
Well, crazy is the new normal. America has lost
its mind. We've snapped. Anyone with eyes to
see, ears to hear and a brain to think knows it.
Maybe once in a generation are we so graced
with a communicator like veteran journalist and
best-selling author David Kupelian. His
matchless ability to unpack the complicated
issues of our day with simplistic precision is
nothing short of genius, a gift from God he has
shared once more in his latest book, "The
Snapping of the American Mind: Healing a
Nation Broken by a Lawless Government and
Godless Culture .”
"The progressive left under Obama," he writes of
his new book, "is accomplishing much more than
just enlarging government, redistributing wealth
and de-Christianizing the culture. With its wild
celebration of sexual anarchy, its intimidating
culture of political correctness and its incomprehension of the fundamental sacredness of human
life, it is also, whether intentionally or not,
promoting widespread dependency, debauchery,
family breakdown, crime, corruption, depression
and addiction."
"Surveying this growing chaos in American
society," notes the book's summary, "Kupelian
exposes both the utopian revolutionaries and
their extraordinary methods that have turned
America's most cherished values literally upside
down – to the point that madness is celebrated

and normality demonized."
In essence, "Snapping" untangles the modernday manifestation of the timeless biblical truth
found in Isaiah 5:20: "Woe to those who call evil
good and good evil, who put darkness for light
and light for darkness, who put bitter for sweet
and sweet for bitter."
But unlike the woeful occupant of 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue, Kupelian offers a
substantive path forward – real hope and real
change that will fundamentally repair what the
"progressive" left has "fundamentally transformed."
"I don't give up hope," said Kupelian on the
radio show "Coast to Coast AM" with George
Noory. "I mean, you could say, if there's no hope
then what do you do? You go off, you drop out,
you live for yourself, for your family, and you try
to live a good life. No; too many people have
fought and bled and died to help this country and
to help strangers in foreign lands. There's still
half the country that has not had their mind
snapped."

Teetering on the Edge of
World War III
The civil war in Syria could trigger a global
conflict, as did Sarajevo in 1914, largely because
of the “apocalyptic” aims of the “moderate
Islamists” President Obama has been supporting,
according to a variety of observers.
“The world is presently teetering on the edge of
World War III,” Joel Richardson told WND.
“This is not an overly sensationalized statement.”
The bestselling author of “The
Antichrist” is not alone in his opinion.

Islamic

Conservative commentator Pat Buchanan
slammed the anti-Russian stance of many
Republican candidates during the most recent
presidential debate and warned of the potential
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for “Syria in 2016 to become what Sarajevo
became in 1914, the powder keg that explodes
into a world war.”
And political and religious leaders such as
Mikhail Gorbachev, Pope Francis and Michele
Bachmann have issued recent warnings that
World War III could be imminent.
New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie declared, “We
are already in World War III.” And the left-wing
website Salon claims the “apocalyptic worldviews” of actors in the Syrian conflict mean it
could soon spiral out of control.
Richardson, an evangelist with experience in the
Middle East and the director of a documentary
on Middle Eastern geopolitics titled “End Times
Eyewitness,” contends Barack Obama is
“squarely to blame” for the current instability.
“While seeking to cast itself as the dovish yin to
the hawkish Bush’s yang, the reality is the new
foreign policy implemented by President Obama
has resulted in the present chaos in the Middle
East, leading to the death of literally hundreds of
thousands of people, and has pushed the world to
the brink of World War III,” Richardson said.
He blames Obama’s “dramatic shift in foreign
policy toward the Muslim world.”
“Obama decided that rather than deal with these
various dictators in place, we would seek to
place so-called moderate Islamist governments in
power,” Richardson explained. “Turkey, Obama
thought, would be the model. Thus, the toppling
of the region’s strongmen began.”
Richardson said “Obama’s Middle East” began
with American “meddling” in favor of the
Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt. Though the
Muslim Brotherhood soon fell from power,
Richardson argues Obama’s “inferno of change”
had more catastrophic effects in Libya, which
Richardson calls an “ISIS hellhole.”
“No honest party can justify what we did there,”
Richardson said.
Richardson also has his own explanation for the
Benghazi attack, the Obama administration’s
cover-up and the murder of U.S. State
Department officials, including Ambassador J.

Christopher Stevens. He sees Syria at the root of
the violence in Libya.
“Simply stated, the Benghazi massacre was
allowed to cover up the fact that we were using
Benghazi to send weapons to the Sunni rebels in
Syria,” Richardson alleged. “Why would we do
that? Because we were seeking to overthrow
Syria’s strong-man, Bashar Assad. Many of
these rebels consequently (along with the
weapons we were supplying them) went on to
join Jabhat Al-Nusra (al-Qaida Syria) or ISIS.”
Syria is seen as the crucial battleground in the
emerging global conflict, as a wide array of great
powers with disparate agendas are fighting over
territory long held to be important in the end
times literature of different religions.
ISIS’ version of eschatology even became an
issue in the recent Republican presidential
debate, when Rick Santorum warned against
sending American ground troops into the Syrian
town of Dabiq, a town where many Sunnis
believe a final battle will be fought between
Muslims and “infidels.”
However, Richardson argues much of the
conflict in the region is actually driven by a
struggle within the Muslim world, with Shiite
Iran confronting Sunni Turkey.
He explained: “In an effort to spread its Islamic
Revolution, Iran has been using various proxies,
or partners in the region, to carry out its work.
These proxies include Assad in Syria, Hezbollah
in Lebanon and, again, the government of Iraq.
“So while Iran is doing all it can through its
proxy-partners, Turkey has emerged as another
major regional player with its own neo-Ottoman
regional aspirations. It wants to revive the
Ottoman Empire and control once again the
whole Middle East. Thus, Turkey has been using
ISIS as its Sunni alternative to Iran’s proxies.
Turkey is also using ISIS against the Kurds in
Syria, which are also a thorn in Turkey’s side.”
Turkey is quietly expanding its presence in
Northern Iraq and is reportedly providing
important logistical support to ISIS. But though
Turkey is backing ISIS, Assad is not without
allies. Besides Iran, Assad can also count on the
support of Russia.
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The tensions between Turkey and Russia
escalated dramatically when Turkey shot down a
Russian plane, an action Russian President
Vladimir Putin alleged was motivated by
Turkey’s desire to protect its oil trade with ISIS.
The emerging conflict between Turkey and
Russia could easily draw in the United States, as
Turkey is a member of NATO. And even
Democrats
have
charged
the
Obama
administration’s support for overthrowing Assad
is actually helping Islamic extremists and
increasing the possibility of war.
A Democrat member of Congress, Tulsi Gabbard
of Hawaii, argued Obama’s foreign policy
toward Syria “puts us in that position of a
potential direct head-to-head conflict with
Russia … a potential World War III situation.”
Indeed, some conservative commentators,
notably Glenn Beck, have even alleged the
United States is acting as a de facto ally of ISIS.
Beck recently charged Obama is using ISIS as a
“pawn.” Beck claimed Obama’s real goal is
“Assad out and to have a proxy war with Iran
and Russia,” which he called “shocking” and
“infuriating.”
“This is not right-wing conspiracy theory
nonsense,” Richardson said of Beck’s claims.
He argued America is continuing to side with
Turkey, putting itself on the opposite side of a
larger geopolitical struggle with Iran and Russia
that could easily turn into a general war.
“With Russia having entering the Middle East,
everything has changed,” he warned. “The ante
has been upped dramatically. This conflict is no
longer one of proxies, but is slowly developing
into a genuine regional war. So the Turkish
downing of a Russian plane and the subsequent
rhetoric is not to be ignored. The United States,
of course, continues to side with Turkey; it’s a
NATO ally. In fact, through NATO, we are
obligated to side with Turkey. And so, now we
are not simply at odds with Iran, but also with
Russia.”
Carl Gallups, a pastor and author of “Final
Warning: Understanding the Trumpet Days of
Revelation,” said the present instability in the
Middle East and possibility of global conflict is

leading “an increasing number of people to wake
up to the fact the beginnings of World War III
may be staring us in the face.”
“Many students of Bible prophecy see the
possibility of a building global war scenario
(especially centered around Muslim donation
attempts, Middle East turmoil and the attempted
destruction of Israel) as a direct link to the soon
return of Jesus Christ,” Gallups told WND.
Gallups said the intervention of Russia and even
China in Middle Eastern affairs is an ominous
sign.
“For several centuries, biblical commentators
have speculated that an end times global war
would involve Russia and perhaps China,”
Gallups said. “To my knowledge, the world has
never seen Russian and Chinese military
equipment, troops, and naval fleets in the Middle
East at the same time (and even with a level of
cooperation) until now. And, of course, all of
this is happening in the days in which Israel has
returned to the land – a 2,500-year-old direct
fulfillment of biblical end times prophecy.”
Richardson said the seriousness of the situation
can’t be overstated. “There are over 200,000
dead in Syria,” he said. “Over 5 million refugees.
Europe in crisis. The world is teetering on the
edge of a legitimate world war. This is where we
presently find ourselves.”
Gallups told WND, “It is practically impossible
for any biblically literate person to miss what is
happening right before our eyes.”
He explained: “Israel is back in the land and
surrounded by enemies on every side, the nations
of the world (including the U.S.) are turning their
backs on Israel, Islamic terrorism is melding into
a possible World War III scenario, and the
nations of Ezekiel 38 are continually building the
coalition prophesied in that passage. And now
Russia and China have arrived in the Middle
East.”
Gallups admitted Christians are divided on
eschatology and critical questions such as the
identity of the Antichrist. But he said one thing
he knows for sure: “We are living in very
prophetic times.” (WorldNetDaily,
Dec.26,
2015).
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Horrible New Disease Strikes
Homosexuals

sodomites and lesbians are doubly more infected
than heterosexual with cancer that results from
HPV:

A New Biblical Plague Has Risen Which
Homosexuals Are Catching By The Droves And
Is More Brutal And Violent Than HIV And Aids.
NO CONDOM Can Stop It
Just when man thought he was smarter than God
by inventing condoms, God looks down and
creates a new biblical plague worse than the HIV
Virus and AIDS. Welcome to Papilloma.
Years ago, the only Papilloma I knew was a
Greek old time song I listened to when I lived in
Israel. But today, Papilloma is a deadly virus that
no matter what condom one uses it will not
prevent from catching the sexually transmitted
disease which predominately infects the LGBT
community. God from above made it that not
only intercourse spreads this disease (since man
thought he was smart by inventing a condom),
but regardless if these sexually deviant
reprobates use condoms, they still get the disease
through genital skin to skin contact causing the
HPV (Human Papilloma Virus) to spread to new
people making the LGBT’s ubiquitous condom
rendered completely obsolete.

Even less well known is that these cancers
disproportionately affect LGBT people based on
lifestyle factors and screening habits more than
their heterosexual counterparts.

There is no escape from God. Even the best
experts tell us that HPV is the main cause for
some serious genital warts while they still
promote the “condom”:
“Risk factors for genital warts are similar to
other sexually transmitted diseases: sexually
active young people with multiple partners, lack
of circumcision,
lack
of
condom
use,
homosexuals.”
Today anal HPV is widespread which no “safe
sex” education can prevent.
Sure, one
should still carry an umbrella even though the
sky is hailing fire and brimstone. While there is
no need to show a ‘before’ photo, here is an
‘after’ (excuse us for doing this for medical
reasons) to show what to expect when you listen
to the promoters that one “must experiment”
with some homosexuality.
Nearly every case of cervical cancer, one of the
deadliest types of cancer which is the leading
cause of death in women, has been linked with
HPV infections. According to even the pro
LGBT National LGBT Cancer Network

HIV-positive gay or bisexual men have higher
levels of both HPV infection and HPV-related
disease than heterosexual men. An estimated
61% of HIV-negative and 93% of HIV- positive
gay and bisexual men have anal HPV infections,
compared to 50% or less of heterosexual men.
Men who have sex with men are also at
increased risk for anal cancer compared to the
general population. Compared to heterosexual
women, lesbians may be at greater risk for HPV
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and cervical cancer due to health and lifestyle
factors
And God did not only defeat man’s attempt to
hide his sexual sin behind a condom in order to
prevent HIV, but this new disease has become
one of the most common, most infectious and
dangerous diseases we have ever encountered
that dwarfs HIV. It is the ISIS of diseases that is
caused by a group of different viruses getting
together to attack your skin in a horrific way. It
infects membranous areas like the mouth, throat,
cervix and other.
Some statistics show that around 65% of every
woman will contract HPV in some period of
their lives. This is a worrying fact to how
infectious HPV is. Of course, what makes HPV
so horrible is the way it manifests itself. HPV
can easily be spotted by horrible warts. But, do
not think that if you catch HPV, these warts or
other symptoms will be visible right away. HPV
is like the Islamic epidemic in the West, it has a
way of keeping its head down for quite a while
and some symptoms might be hidden for a few
years even. This makes HPV even more
dangerous. It is a group of more than 150 related
viruses, sort of like having cousins and relatives
coming together. According to WebMed:
HPV can infect skin not normally covered by
a condom, so using a condom does not fully
protect someone from the virus. Also, many
people don’t realize they’re infected with HPV
and may have no symptoms, so neither sexual
partner may realize that the virus is being
spread.
So now all this education about “safe sex” is out
the window. It is not only that, the guise to
spread homosexual education under the excuse
of preventative measures is also out the window
since the only preventative measure is abstinence
from such weirdities. High-risk HPV strains
include HPV 16 and 18, which cause about 70%
of cervical cancers.
At times this disease can have some really weird
symptoms. Dr Anthony Gaspari, a world expert
in dermatology, from the University of Maryland
travelled to Indonesia in order to attempt to
diagnosis one named Dede and his mysterious
condition. He took skin samples for biopsies
back in the USA and now believes he may
have identified Dede’s condition as Human
Papilloma Virus (HPV), and in conjunction with

a rare genetic fault Dede looked like a tree bark.
The fools argue “HUMANITY IS NOT (read
NEVER) THREATENED WITH EXTINCTION
FOR HOMOSEXUALITY”. This is only true
because humanity will never become 100%
homosexual. What is even truer (since not all
humanity wants to convert to homosexuality)
one can argue that “without the normals
homosexuals are threatened with extinction for
homosexuality”. No mathematician can argue
against this. As it turns out, the homosexual and
open sex communities have become a pain in
their own you know what, and with Papilloma,
God doesn’t have to wipe them out, they will
wipe themselves out. (Walid Shoebat, November
6, 2015).

Obama as “Mad” as Hitler?
A major battle in a war over the future of
Western civilization has been lost as millions of
migrants from the Middle East who largely
oppose Judeo-Christian values and have no
intention of assimilating flood the United States,
Britain, France, Germany and other nations, talkradio host Michael Savage told his listeners
Tuesday.
Savage said he received an email from someone
he described as "far smarter than I am" and
"farseeing."
"He said to me, 'It's over.'"
Paraphrasing the email, Savage said that what
German Chancellor Angela Merkel is "doing to
Germany, what the weakling is doing to England,
what the socialist is doing to France, what
Obama the psychopath is doing to America, will
render this country non-existent in less than 50
years."
"And I said to him, 'Maybe you're right, maybe
you're wrong,'" Savage recalled to his audience.
"But the fact of the matter is, the world is
changing in ways you could never have
imagined."
Savage later affirmed to a caller that he hasn't
given up, noting he presents in his upcoming
book, "Government Zero: No Borders, No
Language, No Culture," "40 actions to save
America," including in the private sector and at
the state and local government level.
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"We haven't lost the war. The war has just
begun," Savage said. "Because 30 million to 40
million Americans are finally awakened to what
the psychopath has done to this country, and they
want to stop him from doing more. They want to
stop him before it's too late."
Savage criticized President Obama, British
Prime Minister David Cameron, Merkel and
other Western leaders with a provocative
comparison
he
recognized
could
be
misunderstood. They are doing, he said, what
Adolf Hitler did in reverse: Instead of invading
other countries, they are letting foreigners invade
their countries.
"Hitler was a psychopath," Savage said, who
"invaded other countries to impose his nation's,
let us say, his distorted values and race on other
countries."
"What is Obama doing?" Savage asked. "He's
invading his own country with people of other
races and other cultures and other languages to
wipe away the predominant language, the
predominant culture of his own nation. He is
equally mad.
"Barack Obama is as equally mad as Adolf Hitler
in that regard," Savage emphasized.
"Write it down," Savage said, directing his words
to establishment media. "Maybe it will make it to
CNN: 'Talk-show host says Obama as crazy as
Hitler, because he's invading his own country
with foreigners.' But they'd better get the whole
quote correct. And I don't know if they're capable
of it."
Savage said Merkel "is invading Germany with
foreigners."
"She's invading her own nation," he said.
Regarding the war for Western Civilization –
which was built largely on English common law,
Judeo-Christian morality "and the uniquely
American principles of individualism and selfreliance" – Savage also referenced the cultural
revolution of the 1960s.
Some 50 years later, he asked, "Can anyone say
that has worked out well?" (WND, Michael
Savage, “We’ve Lost the Battle,” Oct.22, 2015).

GMO Food – It’s Worse Than We
Thought!
Over the last decade, as genetically modified, or
GMO, foods have increasingly taken over our
food supply, we’ve been learning more about
their dangers to our health.
Now, one courageous doctor is pointing to
mounting evidence that leaves no doubt — GMO
foods are even worse than we were told.
As this respected doctor points out in a riveting
new presentation, no long-term human studies
have ever supported GMO safety. Shockingly,
the World Health Organization only requires a
mere 90 days of testing to claim that GMOs are
safe. Well, no one dies from smoking cigarettes
within 90 days of starting to smoke, either!
Yet while lifetime studies still have not been
done on humans, scientists have done these
studies on animals — and what they found is
stunning. Lab mice fed just a 33 percent GMO
diet begin developing aggressive cancers
(particularly breast cancer), liver failure, and
kidney failure
.
Shockingly, 50 percent of the males and 70
percent of the female animals on the GMO diet
succumbed to early death at an age equivalent to
40 to 50 human years.
While more people have begun to fight back
against GMOs, the big GMO companies spend
millions of dollars to defeat laws that would
require GMO labeling. Quite simply, these big
companies know that GMO crops are cheaper to
grow, and therefore more profitable.
In the meantime, many health experts now warn
us to take the only positive action available to
protect our health — avoiding GMOs as much as
humanly possible. But considering the fact that
GMOs are hidden in over 30,000 food products,
that is not an easy task. (Newsmax, Nov.15,
2015).

Lying about Fighting ISIS
Behind all of this re-alignment of the “war on
terror” is the Islamic State (IS) bogeyman. Over
62 countries have joined a coalition since last
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year to “fight IS,” as we keep hearing. Every
month brings more coalition partners. In July
Turkey claimed it was joining the “ongoing
cooperation against Daesh [IS].” On September
26 the British Parliament voted to allow air
missions to be flown against the Islamists (the
same parliament rejected David Cameron’s
request for air strikes against Assad in 2013). At
the same time Belgium and Denmark “joined the
growing coalition, which includes France and
Australia, along with Arab allies like Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.” Even
Iran, which is already supporting Assad and
Shi’ite militias in Syria and Iraq, has said it may
help fight IS alongside the coalition.
If you want to have some fun go to an online
portal that allows you to color-code a world map
(I like mapchart.net). Click all the 62 or more
countries now engaged in “fighting IS.”
Eventually much of the world will look red.
The countries with the strongest militaries in the
world, the highest GDPs and some of the largest
populations are all allied against IS. Almost all
of the countries who fought on both sides of
World War II in Europe are allied against IS.
Germany, Italy, Russia, France, the UK and US,
all on the same side. These countries jointly
possess the most hightech military equipment
that has ever existed.
And what are they fighting? Islamic State is a
terrifying organization – if you are an Iraqi or
Syrian civilian, or a minority Yezidi or Christian,
whose communities have been murdered en
masse. But setting aside its propaganda, rape of
women and murder of civilians, IS was estimated
to only have 31,000 fighters at the height of its
offensive in September of 2015. The number of
people living under IS control in Syria is
estimated at around two million, although some
have fled. That includes people in the province
of Aleppo, Hasakah, Raqqa and the areas around
Deir as-Zor. Bolstered by 20,000 foreign
volunteer fighters, IS can only draw on 200,000
men of fighting age for recruitment and logistics.
In Iraq it has a few more resources. But it is
stretched thin in both Iraq and Syria, fighting
Shi’ite militias, Iran and the Kurds of the YPG in
Syria and Peshmerga in Iraq. The Kurds alone
field fighting forces that are larger than IS and
have defeated IS in battle. So if the Kurds, by
themselves, with truck-mounted .50 caliber guns
and AK-47s can defeat IS, why can’t the 62country “anti-IS coalition”? How is it possible

that the countries who fought on both sides of
WWII in Europe can’t defeat 40,000 men armed
with mortars and riding around in Toyota trucks?
IS doesn’t have an air force. It doesn’t have air
defenses.
It doesn’t have tanks. It improvises armored
vehicles by welding plates to civilian cars, and
by capturing Humvees from the Iraqi army. With
no way to service the captured equipment, much
of it falls apart eventually. If you resurrected just
one division of Patton’s Third Army from 1944,
it could defeat IS. So why is IS still growing in
power in Syria, still fighting? Because the 62nation coalition and all its friends in Ankara and
Moscow are not really fighting IS.
We live in an era of fabrications, bombastic
statements, bureaucratic mumbo-jumbo and
nonsense, where paying lip service to “fighting”
is always preferable to actually fighting. One
foreign volunteer who served with the Kurds
actually fighting IS wrote on Facebook
yesterday:
“Surprise,
surprise,
‘fighting
terrorism’ is a good excuse to kill whoever you
don’t like these days.”
His cynical comment is basically correct. When
Turkey claimed it was going to “fight IS,” it
actually launched a war against the Kurdish
militant group PKK partly as a way to cement its
popularity ahead of November elections.
Putin’s claim to be fighting IS was just a way to
get a stamp of approval from the international
community to go deep into Syria to support
Assad and defeat the Syrian rebels. It’s no
surprise that after Russia launched its first air
strikes it was reported that Putin would hold
“urgent talks” with US “after Putin defies West,
‘targets US-backed rebels.’” Every nation has
learned that “fighting IS” is a ticket to carry out
other policy agendas. For Turkey it was a way to
fight the Kurds. For Russia, a way to support
Assad. For Iran a way to deepen its influence
over Iraq and Syria. For some countries, it’s a
way to get closer to the US, or to test out military
equipment.
The US campaign against IS has been panned as
exaggerating its results and accomplishing little.
You can see that for yourself by reading between
the lines of any of the Pentagon statements on
US air strikes and “accomplishments.”
In September 2014 when the strikes were
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beginning, the claim was they targeted
“manufacturing workshops and training camps.”
In another strike consisting of F-22 Raptors, F15s, F-16s, B-1 bombers and drones, the targets
were IS “headquarters, training camps barracks
and combat vehicles.” The Pentagon claimed,
“Coalition partners participated in both the
second and third waves, supporting with a range
of combat capabilities that began with combat air
patrols to actual strikes on targets.” One US ship
fired Tomahawk missiles that hit an IS “finance
center” in Raqqa. The target was “engaged.”
On June 5, 2015 the Pentagon claimed, “Our
coalition air strikes are the most precise and
disciplined in the history of aerial warfare.”
Asked about how IS had captured Palmyra, the
briefing general noted, “I didn’t say that they
haven’t made tactical advances. I said they
haven’t made strategic victories.”

Caitlin Durkovich, the assistant secretary for
infrastructure protection at the Department of
Homeland Security, had a chilling warning for
the energy executives: “ISIL is beginning to
perpetrate cyberattacks,” she said, using another
acronym for the terror organization.
So far the attacks by the Islamic State have been
unsuccessful and fairly amateurish. But ISIS is
demonstrating “strong intent”, according to John
Riggi, a section chief at the FBI’s cyber division,
who went on to explain how these ISIS attacks
may become stronger and stronger.
According to a CNN report, “hacking software is
up for sale in black markets online. That’s often
how mafias acquire the cyberweapons they use
to break into companies and steal giant databases
of information they later sell to fraudsters.”

The objective of the air strikes was “governance
and arresting foreign fighter flows and crushing
Daesh financing may be more important.”

ISIS could acquire these same high-power
hacking software systems – and use them to sow
chaos. (The Horn News, Oct.16, 2015).

Other briefings describe air strikes on IS
motorcycles and “fighting positions,” which
basically means millions of dollars spent to blow
up sandbags. The concept is to defeat IS through
jargon, not total war. Which is why IS is still
advancing, as most of the world supposedly
fights it. The one thing those “fighting IS” fear is
that IS might actually be defeated, which would
remove their excuse for involving themselves in
the Syrian civil war. (Jerusalem Post, Seth J.
Frantzman, Oct.3, 2015).

Jack Van Impe, Back from Death’s
Door, Warns of Muslim Menace

ISIS Attacking Power Grid
The FBI and other US law enforcement agencies
are warning that ISIS has been attacking and
attempting to hack into the American power grid.
Officials revealed these attacks this week during
a conference of American energy firms, and said
ISIS’ attempts could get more sophisticated and
dangerous.
And it could only be a matter of time before they
achieve some level of success.
A successful attack on the American power grid
would disrupt the flow of electricity to American
hospitals, businesses, and police stations, and the
attacks have US security agencies worried.

He rivals Billy Graham in his longevity and, in
his knowledge of Scripture, he may be in a
league of his own.
But he almost died in a hospital bed back in
April, only to return six months later on Oct. 3 to
share his back-from-the-brink story.
He is Jack Van Impe, the man many refer to by
his nickname, “The Walking Bible.” He earned
the nickname for the way he quotes dozens of
scriptures at dizzying speed over the course of a
half-hour TV broadcast.
The 84-year-old televangelist returned to his
show Oct. 3 with a message about the dangers of
an emerging combination of Islam and
Christianity, called “Chrislam,” and how it’s
being promoted in a nationwide billboard
campaign by a wealthy Muslim group.
Over the years Van Impe, the son of a harddrinking nightclub musician turned Christian
missionary, has never shied from, as he says,
"speaking the truth."
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His commitment to speaking out against what he
sees as the lies and deceptions of false teachers
and false religions have sometimes landed him in
conflicts.
In June of 2011, Trinity Broadcasting Network
refused to air an episode of "Jack Van Impe
Presents" that criticized Robert Schuller and
Rick Warren for promoting "Chrislam," a
movement that seeks to downplay the doctrinal
differences between Christianity and Islam. Van
Impe responded by pulling his show from TBN.
Exposing Islam's new billboard campaign
The truth about Islam is a topic he continues to
hammer today from his studio in Rochester Hills,
Michigan. It is not a religion of peace, he says,
despite what American Muslims or their
apologists in Washington say.
In his second broadcast back from the extended
sick leave, Van Impe blew the lid off the massive
deception he says lies behind a billboard
campaign by the Islamic Circle of North
America, a Muslim Brotherhood front group that
wants to erect 100 billboards across the U.S.
promoting Islam.
Some of the billboards have already started
appearing in Texas, Georgia, Iowa, California
and other states.
"Find Jesus in the Quran," blasts one of the signs
near Dallas.

This idea is quickly laid to rest by the Quran,
however, which Van Impe cited, in Sura 109:1-6
as saying "Unbelievers, (Jews and Christians) I
do not worship what you worship, nor do you
worship what I worship. You have your own
religion and I have mine."
Van Impe, looking thinner and a bit pale, lacked
none of his usual energy on set in the Oct. 10
show. He said he has documented 396 lies about
Jesus in the Quran.
"I have plenty to say because since they put out
these billboards I've been searching my New
Testament, I've been searching the Quran, and
they have 396 lies and errors about our Jesus and
their Jesus. They are not the same. And that's
why Moses, who they're claiming is one of their
followers, said in the first commandment 'thou
shall have no other gods before me,' and that
includes Jesus, who is our God, Romans 9, verse
5."
And what are some of these errors embedded in
Islamic teaching?
"Number one, that the Jesus of the Quran and the
one of the Christian Bible are identical. A lie. A
fabrication. A deceit. Why? In Sura, chapters
4,5,6,9, 17, 19, 23, 88, eight times, if you believe
Christ is the Son of God you will burn in hell
forever. Now is that what your Bible, (whether)
Protestant,
Christian,
Catholic,
teaches?
Absolutely not," Van Impe said.
'You are an antichrist!"

"Muhammad: A Mercy to Mankind," flashes
another.
"Same family, same message: Abraham, Moses,
Jesus, Mohamed, peace be upon them all,"
screams yet another.
And, still another billboard says, "Muhammad
Believed In: Peace, Social Justice, Women's
Rights."
'396 lies about our Jesus'
The idea is to promote the teaching that there is a
spiritual kinship between Muslims, Jews and
Christians, Van Impe said.

"Ours says that in 1 John 2:22 if you deny Christ
is the Son of God then you are an antichrist! And
that's you guys that twist and lie to the public,"
he continued. "There has never been such
deception as these billboards you're going to set
up. By the way, Jesus, 51 times, is called the Son
of God. No doubt about it (in the Bible)."
He then recited a litany of Bible chapters and
verse describing Jesus Christ as God's Son,
including Jesus' words that "no man can come to
the Father except by me." And "there is no name
under heaven by which you must be saved."
"I've found 396 times where your billboards are
wrong. It's deceit. And, I've never known of a
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religious group that has so minimized and
disgraced the true Jesus."

on its own soil, but he also urged people to take a
larger view.

History shows trail of death for Christians
under Islam

“It’s also important for us to keep things in
perspective. This is not an organization that can
destroy the United States. This is not a huge
industrial power that can pose great risks to us
institutionally or in a systematic way. But they
can hurt us, and they can hurt our people and our
families, so I understand why people are
worried,” said Obama, who says the most
important thing we can do is not change “who
we are.”

Van Impe said the greatest number of Christians
ever slaughtered in the history of the world since
the year 600 when Islam came into existence has
happened in this last century, the 20th century.
"And their method is beheading. And that’s
Revelation 20 verse 4, 'I saw the souls of them
that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus.' You
can't deny this is going on. And it's going to
continue going on because they have to get rid of
all infidels and that’s anyone in any other
religion who will not accept Allah." (WND, Leo
Hohmann, Oct.13, 2015).

Pope: Koran a book of Peace and
Islam Not a Violent Religion
What treachery. What betrayal.
"Scanning the news so you don't have to. So far
nothing from the Pope about the oppression of
Christians by Muslims in the Middle East and
other parts of the world. Which brings this to
mind. Can a holy man be holy if he betrays his
own people and lets them be crushed by another
faith without uttering a word of support or
condemnation on his brothers' behalf? Instead he
offers them (and us) more bilge and doubletalk
about the 'religion of peace.'" It's …. evil.
Nothing about the genocide of his people. Global
warming, capitalism — these are the enemies of
humanity. This Pope is a disaster. (Pamela
Geller, Sept.26, 2015).

ISIS Jihadis Could Cripple America
President Obama is coming under fire from a
respected terrorism expert after Obama said the
public needs to keep in mind that while ISIS can
kill Americans, it cannot bring down the nation.
In an
interview
with
NPR’s
Steve
Inskeep conducted before Obama left for his
vacation in Hawaii, Obama said the U.S. needs
to remain vigilant to stop ISIS-inspired attacks

Erick Stakelbeck is a terrorism analyst for the
Christian Broadcasting Network and author of
“ISIS Exposed: Beheadings, Slavery and the
Hellish Reality of Radical Islam.” He said
Obama’s implication is troubling.
“He fundamentally misunderstands the nature of
the threat. He does not understand terrorism,
especially of the Islamic variety. He doesn’t get
it,” Stakelbeck said. “The Islamic terror threat
has already changed our way of life. If you don’t
believe me, just go to an airport.”
And while Obama may be right that ISIS cannot
topple the U.S. government, Stakelbeck said it
could do a whole lot of damage.
“If ISIS or another Islamic terror group gets their
hands on a weapon of mass destruction, which
they are working diligently to acquire, they
might not be able to take down the whole
country, but they can take out New York,
Washington, Chicago (or) L.A. That’s not
alarmism. That’s not fear tactics. That’s a fact,”
Stakelbeck said.
“The FBI director is saying that ISIS has a
network of supporters and sympathizers in every
state in the union,” said Stakelbeck, noting FBI
Director James Comey admitted the government
is watching some 1,000 possible threats
throughout all 50 states. “Then you have the
House Homeland Security Committee that back
in September released a report saying 250 U.S.
citizens have left their comfortable homes here,
traveled to Iraq and Syria to join ISIS, and
dozens of them have already returned.” (WND,
“Terror Analyst: ISIS Jihadis Could ‘Cripple
America,’”, Greg Corombos, Dec.26, 2015).
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We Are On the Internet – Check out our
Triumph Prophetic Ministries Websites!
Triumph Internet Web Sites
www.triumphpro.info
videos and audio Bible Studies and articles and books, weekly
Bible Study blog
more complete list of literature, books, articles, audio, video
www.triumphpro.com
Bible Studies, weekly Bible Study blog
\

We are LIVE worldwide each week on Internet U-Stream LIVE
STREAMING
You may watch our weekly Bible Study message LIVE on the Internet, STREAMING
every Sabbath and on annual Holy Days and during the Feast of Tabernacles at
www.triumphpro.info or triumphpro.com, Just scroll down and click on the U-Stream
icon. To contact us, our e-mail address is: triumphpromin@gmail.com

LIVE Sabbath Services Bible Study Telephone Hook-Up!
Every Sabbath morning we offer LIVE Sabbath services and Bible Studies direct from Omak,
Washington. Tune in at 11:00 AM Pacific Coast Time. Each service lasts about 100 minutes.
To participate, dial our Conference Call telephone number. The telephone number is 916-2330500. You will hear a voice telling you to enter your special code number, and then press the #
(pound) sign. So enter 2415, followed by #. You can do this between 10:45 and 11:15 AM,
Pacific Coast time. It is recommended that you use a Speakerphone, or have an audio amplifier
system for optimal listening.

Free Bible Study Audio (Mp3) CD List
Receive our Bible Studies on Mp3 audio CD files FREE. We send them out every 3 months with
12-16 Bible Studies on each CD. Your CD player must one that plays Mp3 CDs.
Name____________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________
City_________________State_____Zip_______Country___________

FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO PROPHECY FLASH!
You can receive Prophecy Flash free of charge for one whole year – just send us your mailing
address.
Name____________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________
City_________________State_____Zip_______Country___________
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The Bizarre, Delusional
Mind of Barack Obama
What are the inner motivations and deep, hidden facts
about America’s 44th president? What are his real
agendas and ambitions for the future? What is the truth
about his background, history, psychological make up,
and passive-aggressive behavior? What really makes
him tick, and what does it mean for the world?
William F. Dankenbring
1. Is Obama a Christian?
Although Obama says he is a Christian, this is another obfuscation on his part. A
“Christian” is one who follows Christ, and Obama certainly does not. His whole
background is Muslim. Jesus Christ Himself said, “You shall know them by their fruits”
(Matt.7:20). What are the fruits of Barack Obama? Does he even sound like a Christian
when he ridicules the Bible, both Old and New Testament? When he accuses Christians
of being on a “high horse” when they rail against ISIS savagery against Christians, and he
himself and his attorney general and justice department persecute Christians in the work
place?
In a television interview discussing his religion, Sen. Barack Obama stated, “My
Muslim faith.” Obama, speaking to ABC’s George Stephanopoulos on “This Week,”
was talking about what he described as “smears” that were claiming he was a Muslim
when he maintains he is a practicing Christian.
“Let’s not play games,” Obama stated. “What I was suggesting – you’re
absolutely right that John McCain has not talked about my Muslim faith. And you’re
absolutely right that that has not come.”
Was it a slip of the tongue or momentary confusion?
Stephanopoulos immediately interrupted Obama, stating, “Christian faith.”
“My Christian faith,” Obama quickly said.
As he let slip in the interview, when running for president, he said, “my Muslim
faith.” But the mouth speaks what the heart means. Obama’s “Christian” faith is of the
Jeremiah Wright kind, who is a black, racist, who shouts, “God damn America” in
sermons, and who is virulently anti-American, anti-Jewish, anti-white, and anti-Christ!
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Barack Obama is in the process of trying to recreate the Christian faith in his own,
very liberal and unorthodox image.
Built on a foundation of radical Black Liberation Theology, theological liberalism
and post-modernism, Obama is undermining historic, biblical Christianity while claiming
he is a Christian. In the process, he is defaming the Christian faith.
By declaring he is a Christian, yet denying Christianity's most essential truths and
traditional morality, Obama is associating Christ with some of the most wicked practices
imaginable, all of which are condemned in the Bible.
By any historic or biblical standard, Barack Obama is not a Christian.
With his incredible celebrity status, Obama's ideas about spiritual matters have
become very significant, and they are very dangerous.
2. Is Obama a homosexual president, despite pretences to be hetero-sexual?
Larry Sinclair\ wrote a book about his own trysts with Obama using drugs,
cocaine, and practicing sodomy with Obama in Chicago where he was well known on the
Chicago bath house homosexual scene. While in the White House he had his “body
man,” Reggie Love, who apparently served as his sexual partner for years and went on
vacations with him. No wonder Obama is a fierce advocate of homosexual “rights” and
same-sex marriage.
A prominent member of Chicago’s homosexual community claims Barack
Obama’s participation in the “gay” bar and bathhouse scene was so well known that
many who were aware of his lifestyle were shocked when he ran for president and finally
won the White House.
“It was preposterous to the people I knew then to think Obama was going to keep
his gay life secret,” said Kevin DuJan, who was a gossip columnist in Chicago for
various blogs when Obama was living in the city as a community organizer and later a
state senator.
“Nobody who knew Obama in the gay bar scene thought he could possibly be
president,” said DuJan.
DuJan, founder and editor of the Hillary Clinton-supporting website HillBuzz.org,
told WND he has first-hand information from two different sources that “Obama was
personally involved in the gay bar scene.”
“If you just hang out at these bars, the older guys who have been frequenting
these gay bars for 25 years will tell you these stories,” DuJan said. “Obama used to go to
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the gay bars during the week, most often on Wednesday, and they said he was very much
into older white guys.”
Obama, DuJan said, is “not heterosexual and he’s not bisexual. He’s
homosexual.”
Investigative journalist Wayne Madsen, who worked with the National Security
Agency from 1984 to 1988 as a Navy intelligence analyst, confirmed DuJan’s claims.
“It is common knowledge in the Chicago gay community that Obama actively
visited the gay bars and bathhouses in Chicago while he was an Illinois state senator,”
Madsen told WND.
WND also spoke with a member of the East Bank Club in Chicago, who
confirmed Obama was a member there and was known to be a homosexual. The upscale
fitness club, which has some 10,000 members, is not a “gay” facility. But it’s one of a
number of places identified by the Chicago homosexual community as a “gay gym,”
where homosexuals meet and engage in sexual activity.
In April, WND reported a federal judge dismissed a libel case against Larry
Sinclair, a homosexual who claimed Obama’s 2008 presidential campaign had paid to rig
a polygraph test regarding Sinclair’s sensational charge that he had sex and used cocaine
twice with Obama while Obama was an Illinois state senator. Sinclair tells his story in
“Barack Obama & Larry Sinclair: Cocaine, Sex, Lies & Murder.”
WND also reported former radical activist John Drew has said that when he met
Obama when Obama was a student at Occidental College, he thought Obama and his
then-Pakistani roommate were “gay” lovers.
In addition, rumors have swirled around Obama’s relationship with his personal
aide and former “body man,” Reggie Love, who resurfaced on the eve of the Republican
National Convention to support his old boss. Love resigned from the White House in
November 2011 after compromising photographs of him as a college student received
wide circulation. (WND, Jerome R. Corsi, “Claim: Obama Hid Gay Life to Become
President,” Sept. 11, 2012).
3. Is Obama really a Muslim?
Obama has long denied he was ever a Muslim. His campaign site states: “Senator
Obama has never been a Muslim, was not raised as a Muslim, and is a committed
Christian.”
Public records in Indonesia listed Obama as a Muslim during his early years, and
a number of childhood friends claimed to the media Obama was once a mosque-attending
Muslim.
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Obama’s campaign several times has wavered in response to reporters queries
regarding the senator’s childhood faith.
Commenting on a Los Angeles Times report quoting a childhood friend stating
Obama prayed in a mosque – something the presidential candidate said he never did –
Obama’s campaign released a statement explaining the senator “has never been a
practicing Muslim.”
Widely distributed reports have noted that in January 1968, Obama was registered
as a Muslim at Jakarta’s Roman Catholic Franciscus Assisi Primary School under the
name Barry Soetoro. He was listed as an Indonesian citizen whose stepfather, listed on
school documents as “L Soetoro Ma,” worked for the topography department of the
Indonesian Army.
Catholic schools in Indonesia routinely accept non-Catholic students but exempt
them from studying religion. Obama’s school documents, though, wrongly list him as
being Indonesian.
After attending the Assisi Primary School, Obama was enrolled – also as a
Muslim, according to documents – in the Besuki Primary School, a public school in
Jakarta.
The Loatze blog, run by an American expatriate in Southeast Asia who visited the
Besuki school, noted: “All Indonesian students are required to study religion at school,
and a young ‘Barry Soetoro,’ being a Muslim, would have been required to study Islam
daily in school. He would have been taught to read and write Arabic, to recite his prayers
properly, to read and recite from the Quran and to study the laws of Islam.”
Indeed, in Obama’s autobiography, “Dreams From My Father,” he acknowledged
studying the Quran and describes the public school as “a Muslim school.”
In a free-ranging interview with the New York Times, Obama described the
Muslim call to prayer as “one of the prettiest sounds on Earth at sunset.”
The Times’ Nicholos Kristof wrote Obama recited, “with a first-class [Arabic]
accent,” the opening lines of the Muslim call to prayer.
The first few lines of the call to prayer state:
Allah is Supreme!
Allah is Supreme!
Allah is Supreme! Allah is Supreme!
I witness that there is no god but Allah
I witness that there is no god but Allah
I witness that Muhammad is his prophet …
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(Aaron Klein, “Obama Slips on TV: ‘My Muslim Faith’”, WND, Nov.7, 2008).
Obama grew up as a Muslim, his father and step father were Muslim, he attended
a Muslim school in Indonesia while growing up as a young boy, and has said no sound is
prettier to him than the call to prayer by a Muslim cleric. He has ridiculed the Bible, both
the Old Testament and the New Testament, and has spoken of the “holy Koran” often in
speeches. There is no doubt in my mind that he is a Muslim loving fanatic, and
welcomes those of the Muslim religion into the United States as “refugees,” but refuses
to allow similar access to Chaldean Christians fleeing the Middle East. (WND,
4. Is Obama a liar-in-chief as some have characterized him?
Obama lied about “Obamacare,” lied when he said people could have their old
plan, their own doctor, that it would save them money – all lies. He lies like a sponge.
He is the most artful, deceitful, sham impostor to ever inhabit the White House – his lies
are legion and legendary.
During his 2012 State of the Union speech, Barack Obama claimed “American oil
production is the highest that it’s been in eight years.”
In fact, the Congressional Research Service reports that 96% of the increase
comes from oil fields out of Obama’s control. By contrast, the production from federallyowned oil fields he does control has dropped by 275,000 barrels a day. It is worth noting
that privately-owned fields have increased by 395,000 barrels a day.
Obama has told the world there has never been a better friend of Israel in the
White House.
In September 2012, an Israeli newspaper reported that senior Obama
Administration officials have told Tehran that Barack Obama does not intend to join
Israel in any attack on Iran’s nuclear installations. In May 2011, Obama asked G8
member nations to fund the Arab Spring counties who are clearly on their way to
planning an all-out attack on Israel.
In May 2011, Obama said the fence between America and Mexico was “basically
complete”; yet the Department of Homeland Security admits just 36.3 miles or 5% of the
border is fenced.
Obama lied and said abortions would not be publicly funded under Obamacare.
Despite Obama’s empty lies about no public funding for abortions, a March 2012
edict from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) unequivocally ruled
Obamacare will use our tax dollars to fund abortion.
In April 2009, Obama claimed he “saved or created over 150,000 jobs.”
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In an odd burst of veracity, his friends at the AP called him on this lie, pointing
out that at that point since Obama came to office, the United States lost more than 1.2
million jobs as per his own Bureau of Labor Statistics. The report continued by pointing
out that any jobs “saved or created” by Obama’s stimulus bill were “dwarfed by the
number of recent job losses.”
He claimed that by the end of his first term, he would cut the deficit in half.
The truth is that he has given us more new debt than all previous presidents
combined.
Remember Obama telling us there would be no earmarks in his 2009 stimulus
package? He lied. The bill had over 9,000 earmarks in it; and of course, it failed to
deliver even a small improvement for our economy.
Obama told us that without his 2009 stimulus package unemployment would
grow to 8.5%. We got the stimulus, and it gave us 44 straight months of unemployment at
or above 8%.
Obama lied about his position on Gay “marriage” multiple times, moving from “I
am not one to support gay marriage” to his advocacy of “same-sex marriage” in 2015 and
the White House celebration of the Supreme Court’s decision on the subject by flying the
rainbow colors of the Gay-Lesbian movement.
5. Does Obama really hate America?
Ben Stein said on Nov. 17 that President Obama has a ‘hatred for America,’ and
claims that he hasn’t taken ISIS seriously enough.
Conservative commentator Ben Stein said yesterday there’s no doubt President
Obama hates America, but asked if that might have to do with his race.
Stein, who last year called Obama the “most racist president there has ever been,”
told Newsmax’s Steve Malzberg that Obama is a “bad joke” because of his failed
leadership against ISIS.
“I think the question is,” he said, “why is he so angry at America. I don’t think
that there’s much question he doesn’t wish America well. He has a real strong hatred of
America.”
Ben Stein said, “He’s a very real danger. The question is, why is he so angry at
America? I don’t think there’s much question that he does not wish America well. He has
a real strong hatred of America. Is it because he’s part black? I don’t know. Is it because
he felt his father was mistreated by the British in Kenya?
“I don’t know.”
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6. Why has Obama allowed the threat of ISIS to explode on the world scene?
President Obama is partially responsible for the Paris attacks because he let ISIS
get so strong. He called them a JV team, he said that they weren’t really serious or
important,” said Ben Stein. “He has not in any sense addressed their threat. As the leader
of the most important nation in the world, he’s a bad joke.” On top of that, he said
President Obama is “missing in action” while other world leaders are trying to figure out
how to fight ISIS.
The confusion in the President’s thinking and strategy about the current terrorist
crisis is frightening in its implications.
As the tragic events in Paris confirm, surprise remains one of the most important
aspects of warfare, in this instance by the Islamic terrorists of Daesh [ISIL or ISIS]
against the U.S. and the West.
Yet Obama persists in announcing publicly that under no circumstances will he
commit significant ground forces again to the Middle East for his “destroy and degrade”
campaign. It is irresponsible to reveal such an important aspect of strategy to your enemy
who examines every public statement and private rumor to assess his actions.
Obama’s penchant for refusing to use “Islamic”, and condemning those who do as
“trying to make terrorism a Muslim problem rather than a terrorist problem” is one of his
greatest handicaps in his effort “to degrade and ultimately destroy” ISIS.
Refusing to identify the enemy makes it all the harder to fight a foe which has an
intellectual rationale as well as brute strength. The fighters for ISIS are not recruited from
Methodists or Vedantists but from Islam, and it has its roots in Islamic scripture.
Obama relegates any discussion of the security issues of taking in an increasing
number of refugees as ill-conceived and racist. Obama claimed that there must be a
commitment to America’s tradition of concern and hospitality, with “rigorous screening
security checks”. But the director of the FBI and others have recently explained that
given the difficulties of securing Syrian data any such intensive examination is nearly
impossible. This danger Obama simply glosses over.
There is, after all, mounting evidence some of the participants in the Paris
massacre came into Europe as “refugees.” In fact, the Obama Administration has done
little if anything to increase the size and scope of the FBI and other agencies which carry
out surveillance.
None of this is reassuring to Americans facing the exploding threat of militant
Muslim violence and Islamic terrorism within our own country, on our own shores! The
danger escalates while Obama whistles as he walks through the graveyard.
7. Was Obama really born in Hawaii?
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A former Hawaii records official revealed there is absolutely no birth certificate
for Barack Obama. The bombshell revelation backs up long-standing claims that Obama
– who insists that he was born in a Honolulu hospital – really took his first breath in
Kenya and, as a result, violates the U.S. Constitution’s requirements for the President to
be a ‘natural born’ American.”
Timothy Adams, who served as senior government records clerk in Honolulu in
2008, said: “There is no birth certificate. I was informed by my boss that we did not
have Obama’s birth record.” Obama once mistakenly named two different hospitals as
his place of birth, and when questions began pouring in during the election campaign in
2008, Adams says he asked both of them to supply the democratic candidate’s birth
certificate – and was told no such record exists!
Says Adams, “Neither hospital has a document that a doctor signed off on saying
they were present at this man’s birth. It’s like an open secret. Everyone in the
government knows this.”
Obama’s paternal grandmother insists she saw him being born in Kenya! If
indeed he was born in Kenya, he would not qualify to be President, because his late
father, Barack Obama, Sr., was not a U.S. citizen. His time in the Oval Office would be
ILLEGAL!
Adams has no ax to grind in the issue. He was simply doing his job, employed by
the Hawaiian elections office, checking the validity of voter’s registrations and
citizenship, when he made the stunning discovery. He declares, “It was my job to verify
the voter’s identity, and in my professional opinion, Obama definitely was NOT born in
Hawaii. I can say that without a shadow of a doubt because there is no legal record of
him being born there.”
Along with this shocking discovery and declaration, has come a damning
photograph of Obama in Kenya with his relatives there. It was taken in 1987 and shows
Obama standing with nine of his Kenya family in a family portrait. A Kenya birth
certificate, by the way, shows Obama was born in Mombasa’s Coast Provincial General
Hospital at 7:24 p.m. on August 4, 1961. Says Obama’s granny, Sarah Hussein Obama,
she was “in the delivery room in Kenya” when Obama was born.
8. Is Obama a socialist/communist in disguise?
In his biography of Barack Obama, David Mendell writes about Obama’s life as
a “secret smoker” and how he “went to great lengths to conceal the habit.” But what
about Obama’s secret political life? It turns out that Obama’s childhood mentor, Frank
Marshall Davis, was a communist.
In his books, Obama admits attending “socialist conferences” and coming
into contact with Marxist literature. But he ridicules the charge of being a “hard-core
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academic Marxist,” which was made by his colorful and outspoken 2004 U.S. Senate
opponent, Republican Alan Keyes.
However, through Frank Marshall Davis, Obama had an admitted relationship
with someone who was publicly identified as a member of the Communist Party USA
CPUSA). The record shows that Obama was in Hawaii from 1971-1979, where, at some
point in time, he developed a close relationship, almost like a son, with Davis, listening to
his “poetry” and getting advice on his career path. But Obama, in his book, Dreams From
My Father, refers to him repeatedly as just “Frank.”
The reason is apparent: Davis was a known communist who belonged to a party
subservient to the Soviet Union. In fact, the 1951 report of the Commission on
Subversive Activities to the Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii identified him as
a CPUSA member. What’s more, anti-communist congressional committees,
including the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), accused Davis of
involvement in several communist-front organizations.
Trevor Loudon, a New Zealand-based libertarian activist, researcher and blogger,
noted evidence that “Frank” was Frank Marshall Davis in a posting in March of 2007.
Obama’s communist connection adds to mounting public concern about a
candidate who has come out of virtually nowhere, with a brief U.S. Senate legislative
record, to become the Democratic Party frontrunner for the U.S. presidency. In the latest
Real Clear Politics poll average, Obama beats Republican John McCain by almost four
percentage points.
Obama has well-documented socialist connections, which help explain why he
sponsored a “Global Poverty Act” designed to send hundreds of billions of dollars of U.S.
foreign aid to the rest of the world, in order to meet U.N. demands. The bill has passed
the House and a Senate committee, and awaits full Senate action.
But the Communist Party connection through Davis is even more ominous.
Decades ago, the CPUSA had tens of thousands of members, some of them covert agents
who had penetrated the U.S. Government. It received secret subsidies from the old Soviet
Union. (Cliff Kincaid, Accuracy in Media, Feb.18, 2008).
9. Is Obama a sociopath?
Sociopathic individuals often appear engaging, friendly, normal on the outside –
but on the inside, in their minds, they are delusional, mentally unstable, don’t know the
difference between right and wrong, and yet act rational on the outside. Many world
leaders, consumed by personal ambition, are pathological human beings – deadly and
mentally unbalanced.
Does President Obama show signs of mental instability and sociopathic behavior?
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Talk show host Michael Savage says, "Because 30 million to 40 million
Americans are finally awakened to what the psychopath has done to this country, and
they want to stop him from doing more. They want to stop him before it's too late."
Savage criticized President Obama, British Prime Minister David Cameron,
Merkel and other Western leaders with a provocative comparison he recognized could be
misunderstood. They are doing, he said, what Adolf Hitler did in reverse: Instead of
invading other countries, they are letting foreigners invade their countries.
"Hitler was a psychopath," Savage said, who "invaded other countries to impose
his nation's, let us say, his distorted values and race on other countries."
"What is Obama doing?" Savage asked. "He's invading his own country with
people of other races and other cultures and other languages to wipe away the
predominant language, the predominant culture of his own nation. He is equally mad.
"Barack Obama is as equally mad as Adolf Hitler in that regard," Savage
emphasized. "Write it down," Savage said, directing his words to establishment media.
"Maybe it will make it to CNN: 'Talk-show host says Obama as crazy as Hitler, because
he's invading his own country with foreigners.' But they'd better get the whole quote
correct. And I don't know if they're capable of it." (WND, Michael Savage, “We’ve Lost
the Battle,” Oct.22, 2015).
10. Is Obama a threat to become mentally unhinged?
President Obama is revealing, through his Iran deal, a “destructive rage beyond
belief” that should be alarming to the world because of its implication for the balance of
nuclear-weapons power. So says a forensic profiler whose work includes the doublemurder case against O.J. Simpson and the Natalie Holloway disappearance.
Andrew G. Hodges, M.D., a board-certified psychiatrist in private practice, cited
Obama’s recent description of himself as an “uncaged bear” and his statement there’s “no
telling what I might do.”
“He warns us he’s slipping mentally – his judgment impaired,” Hodges said.
Hodges, author of “The Obama Confession: Secret Fear. Secret Fury” and a new
book, “As Done Unto You,” about the Amanda Knox case, previously was assistant
clinical professor of psychiatry at the University of Alabama School of Medicine.
He has helped pioneer work on the brilliant unconscious mind, which he
explained in his 1994 book, “The Deeper Intelligence.” He teaches that by accessing and
interpreting messages from a person’s “unconscious super intelligence,” he can uncover
confessions as well as motives for crimes.
And Obama is revealing that he’s not exactly clinically deranged, but he’s not
altogether stable, and the nuclear deal with Iran ultimately will threaten the world by
giving the rogue regime access to nuclear bombs.
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“Secretly his super-intel confesses, ‘I am the biggest threat to the world. I am the
climate change that can eliminate us all,’” Hodges said.
Hodges explains Obama uses “three basic psycholinguistic maneuvers, all
unconscious: denial, projection and use of key images which reflect his true intent.”
“Secretly his words tell us about his true psyche deep down.” Hodges cites a
2014 speech by Obama in which “he secretly confessed to hidden attacks on America
driven by a deep inner madness. Not a clinical madness but a ‘near madness’ – the
disturbance of a secretly angry traumatized leader,” Hodges said.
Obama, noted Hodges, said Republican inaction “drives you nuts … and it drives
me nuts.” After mentioning the Republicans’ frustrating “inaction,” Obama added:
“They’re not doing anything – and they’re mad.”
According to Hodges, unconsciously, Obama is “telling us that his own famous
‘inaction’ represents secret madness and escalating passive-aggression. In short, Obama
was projecting his inner turmoil and disguised rage onto Republicans,” Hodges said.
Forensic psychologist Hodges declared, “Remember, things said in jest are ideal
for true super-intel confessions. Obama said, ‘With Secret Service, I always tease them,
I’m like a caged bear and sometimes I break loose. And I’m feeling super loose today, so
you don’t know what I might do.’”
“He is increasingly out of control – ‘super loose’ indeed,” Hodges wrote.
“Madness in the Oval Office guiding the nation is eerily reminiscent of his
‘uncaged bear’ self-image. His flippant comment, ‘no telling what I might do,’ implies
the same complete loss of judgment. His imagery depicts destructive rage beyond belief.
What the world has always feared – a near-madman at the controls of a nuclear bomb
appearing rational on the surface.”
Hodges has suggested Obama was “slipping mentally.” He said, “Not madness
such as total loss of control mentally, but more and more drastic behavior seen in
disturbed traumatized leaders.”
Hodges, who previously suggested Obama was revealing alarming ideas about
martial law and described how the president wants “total gun control,” also has addressed
Obama’s opinions on election fraud, how he’s driven by revenge and his ideas about
martial law.
The next message from Obama is about climate change, Hodges said. Obama
stated just this year: “No challenge – no challenge – poses a greater threat to future
generations than climate change. Twenty-fourteen was the planet’s warmest year on
record.” Says Hodges, “Add one word and you have his secret confession, ‘[nuclear]
climate change greatest threat to future generations’ which fits perfectly with that pact.
It’s the ‘Iran deal stupid’ he’s unconsciously talking about. His super-intel sees the truth
as he warns the world, not just America, that the Iran deal changes the nuclear climate in
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an unimaginably dangerous way. Deep down, he knows in a flash it’s utterly foolish and
Iran can’t be trusted.
“Unconsciously, Obama’s staggering image reveals he plans to threaten the
entire world by changing the nuclear bomb climate – giving into Iranian demands,”
Hodges explained.
Then he referred to the complexity of negotiations with Iran. “Obama noted, ‘It’s
a complicated piece of business … negotiating with a regime that chants ‘Death to
America!’ But the people who know most about the central challenge … which is making
sure that Iran does not get a nuclear weapon, they are overwhelmingly in favor of it .’”
“Read through the denial,” Hodges said. “Obama’s blatant denial confession
reveals the truth about the deal he favors, ‘making sure that Iran gets a nuclear weapon.’”
Hodges continued: “Next Obama takes us specifically to his mental functioning.
In a familiar projection, he accuses Republicans critical of the nuclear agreement of
‘selling a fantasy’ to the American people. Obama’s super-intel confesses his fantasy that
Iran’s not dangerous and the deal’s safe.
“Frighteningly he’s that far out of touch with himself. He constantly rationalizes
his secret passive-aggressive attacks driven by deep unconscious fears of being attacked
himself,” Hodges said.
“In his conscious mind Obama sees the Iran deal as living up to his Nobel Peace
Prize. His super intelligence declares this is the greatest misnomer in history. No single
person has ever threatened the world in such a way,” he said.
Hodges is not new to the field, already having identified killers by studying
ransom notes, emails, letters and police interviews to spot secret confessions. He decoded
Simpson’s “suicide note” to reveal Simpson’s links to a double murder. He deciphered
the JonBenet Ramsey ransom note in Boulder, Colorado, to identify the child’s killer. He
studied statements by Joran van der Sloot and Deepak Kalpoe to tie them to the slaying of
Holloway. He claims Casey Anthony secretly confessed to killing her daughter in 200
letters written to a jail mate. He even decoded Bill Clinton’s comments about Monica
Lewinsky. (WND, Bob Unruh, Nov.1, 2015).
11. Is Barack Obama a danger to Americans and the world?
As President Obama continues his push to bring more Syrian refugees to America
even in the aftermath of the Paris terror attacks by the Islamic State, talk-radio host Rush
Limbaugh says the U.S. president is now a threat.
“I’m telling you Obama has become dangerous,” declared Limbaugh on his
national broadcast Wednesday. “Where do you think the modern-day, 19- [or] 20-yearold terrorist comes from, Mr. President?”
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“We can’t take the world here. There is no right to immigrate. We just can’t
accept every human being suffering in this world in the United States.”
12. Is Obama a hypocrite?
Obama in the Philippines on Wednesday slammed Republicans who are pushing
efforts to bar Syrian refugees from entering the U.S., calling their words offensive and
insisting “it needs to stop.”
“Apparently they’re scared of widows and orphans coming into the United States
of America as part of our tradition of compassion,” Obama said. “At first they were
worried about the press being too tough on ‘em during debates. Now they’re worried
about three-year-old orphans. That doesn’t sound very tough to me.”
How illiterate does Obama think we are? Says Glenn Beck, “Like the emperor
with no clothes, President Obama doesn’t seem to recognize his own hypocrisy. When a
killer uses a gun to take out students on a school campus, the president condemns the
weapon more vehemently than the violence, calling for regulations that would further
restrict the Second Amendment rights of law-abiding gun owners — turning them into
sitting ducks for the next attack. When an Islamic terrorist murders innocents in the name
of Allah, the president tells us not to judge, to be patient, to show understanding. How
can he encourage such behavior toward radical extremists?”
Only days after the Paris terrorist attacks, thousands of fans in the stands of a
Turkish soccer stadium booed during a moment of silence for the Paris victims. Then
they began cheering, “Allah Akbar!”
Glenn Beck pointed out these screaming fans represent the very people President
Obama says we should bring into our country by the tens of thousands. “These are the
refugees that we should take, the people that come from that culture, that are handing out
candy when there is an attack or screaming ‘Allah Akbar’ during a moment of silence for
Paris, France,”
“And he says if you disagree with him, you’re just ‘a xenophobe, or you’re afraid
of 3-year-olds and orphans.’ That’s a quote.”
In Turkey, President Obama said, “We are not well served when in response to a
terrorist attack, we descend into fear and panic.” He went on to say good decisions are
never made right after an attack. Why, then, is the president so quick to make judgments
following shootings that don’t involve Islamic extremists?
Glenn offered comments made by the president immediately following the
tragedy at Sandy Hook as a comparison. “The blood isn’t even washed off the sidewalks,
and this man is telling us that we have to get rid of guns. The hypocrisy is astounding,”
Glenn said. (Glenn Beck, Nov.18, 2015).
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Glenn went on to challenge the president’s political posturing about Americans
not wanting to allow three-year-old orphans into the country. “You want to bring a
boatload, a planeload — you can bring cargo ships full of three-year-old orphans,” Glenn
said. “I’m having a hard time finding the three-year-old orphans and the widows. I’m
finding an awful lot of 18- to 24-year-old men. This is absolutely outrageous.”
The Obama Threat
President Obama is basically a Marxist of the “Third World” variety, which
means that he lives in the faith that some elite political minority can rule first the United
States and Europe, and then the world. In Washington speculation is rife that the end of
the Obama years is only the beginning of a run for UN Secretary General, a job he can
fiddle into real power, using leftist and Muslim regimes from around the world to support
him. Obama’s ambition runs his mind and his life. He can’t face the end of power.
After watching the man for almost a decade, this is the only ambition that makes
sense of his actions. It explains his consistent favoritism for Muslims, no matter how
radical or violent. It explains his surrender to Iran’s nukes, and his constant collusion
with the Muslim Brotherhood, now in active civil war with Egypt’s President El Sisi. It
explains his comfort with the medieval war theology of Islam, which is also a worldconquering faith.
Like all grandiose narcissists with uncontrollable ambitions, Obama figures he
can somehow resolve all the internecine warfare between Shi’ites and Sunnis, between
Persians and Arabs, Turks and Kurds, Copts and Salafists, and finally get all “the fiftyseven states” -- 57 is the number of Muslim states in the UN -- to vote for him as a
messianic UN Secretary General.
At the UN General Assembly, Europe will vote for him because the Left runs the
EU with an iron hand. South America will vote for him in the expectation of
“redistribution” of wealth from developed nations to their utterly corrupt, failed regimes.
In the real world, of course, this is a delusion, because the Muslim world is riven
by a hundred hatreds, Sunnis against Shi’ites, radicals against modernists, Arabs against
Persians, on and on and on. If the phony Palestinian problem is solved tomorrow, Muslim
wars will go on just as they have for more than a thousand years. The Saudis are more
afraid of Iran than anybody else, because Iran wants to conquer Mecca and Medina in
pursuit of its own war theology.
Obama and Jarrett – they are a classic “folie a deux,” a two-person cult – started
the surrender to Iran at the start of this administration, while lying endless times about
never permitting the mullahs to have nuclear weapons. But since 1979 the mullahs have
been screaming every single day “Death to Israel! Death to America!”
Liberals are cursed with a delusional inability to believe such threats, no matter
how serious they are. Hitler made such threats. Tojo made such threats. Lenin and Stalin
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made such threats. But history has no impact on liberal minds. Realist people understand
world-conquering threats all too well. We are facing the mother of all threats right now!
“

Ask ye now, and see whether a man doth travail with child?
Why do I see every man with his hands on his loins, as a woman
in travail, and all faces are turned into paleness?7 Alas! for that
day is great, so that none is like it. It is even the time of Jacob’s
trouble, but he shall be saved out of it” (Jer.30:6-7).
“

For these are the days of vengeance, that all things which are written
may be fulfilled. But woe unto them that are with child and to them that
give suck in those days! For there shall be great distress in the land and
wrath upon this people. . .
“And there shall be signs in the sun and in the moon and in the stars; and
upon the earth distress among nations, with perplexity, the sea and the
waves roaring. Men’s hearts will fail them for fear and for looking upon
those things which are coming on the earth; for the powers of heaven shall
be shaken.
“

And then shall they see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and
great glory. And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up
and lift up your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh” (Luke 21:2228).
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__A New Look at the Historical Jesus
__How LONG Was Jesus in the Grave? Exposing the Good Friday and Wednesday Crucifixion Theories!
__The Pharisees, Hasidim and Early Nazarene Christians
__Which Is the True Biblical Calendar of God?
__What Is the ‘New Moon”?
__When Was Christ Born?
__Where Was Yeshua Crucified?
__The Plain Truth about LAW AND GRACE!
__A New Look at Colossians
__A New Look at the Book of Galatians
__Galatians and the “Works of the Law”
__What Are the REAL Salvation Issues?
__Bible Health LAWS – Are Unclean Meats Still Unclean?
__The Keys to Robust Health
__The Power of Prayer
__The Bible – Science or Superstition?
__Bible Criticism – Intellectual Idolatry?
__How To Walk with God
__What is the True Gospel?
__What Is Real Repentance?
__All About Water Baptism
__The Truth about Laying on of Hands and Anointing
__How Should God’s Ministers Be Ordained?
__The Power of Faith and Prayer
__A New Look at the “FRINGES” of the Law!
__The Truth about “Holy Garments”
__The Exodus – Myth or Reality?
__Who Was the Pharaoh of the Exodus?
__The Mystery of the Olive Tree
__Once Saved Always Saved?
__Life on Earth Before Adam?
__James’ Ossuary Box – Incredible Proof of the Existence of Christ!
__Should We Observe the New Moons!
__Is Obedience to God Required for Salvation?
__What Is the ‘Unpardonable Sin”?
__Why Did Jesus Curse the Fig Tree?
__The Passion of the Christ
__Is There LIFE After Death?
__What’s All This about the Resurrection?
__The Spirit in Man Mystery
__What’s All This about the Place Called “Hell”?
__Satan’s Fate – Will the Devil be Tormented Forever?
__Saul and the Witch of Endor
__The Parable of the Ten Virgins
__What Is a Genuine Christian?
__The Mystery of the Book of Job
__God’s Laws about Divorce and Marriage
__Is There Government I the Church of God
__A New Look at Moses’ Seat
__The Plain Truth about Church Authority
The Holy Days of God
__The Annual Holy Days Reveal the Awesome Plan of God
__The Shocking Origin of Christmas!
__A New Look at Easter
__The Origin of Halloween
__What Days Should We Observe?
__Sabbath Versus Sunday – Which Day Should We Observe?
__PASSOVER – Its Hidden Meanings and Mysteries
__Yeshua’s Last Week on Earth – a Day By Day Reconstruction
__When Should the Passover be Observed?
__What Do You Mean, “The Sixth Hour”? When Did Christ Appear Before Pilate?
__The Mystery of “Between the Two Evenings”
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__Luke and the Passover Mystery
__The Incredible Passover Plot!
__What Is the “New Testament Passover”?
__A New Look at the Passover!
__Four Special Bible Correspondence Course Lessons on PASSOVER!
__ Pentecost (Shavuot) – The Mystery and Significance Revealed
__Pentecost – the FINAL Analysis!
__Pentecost – Sunday or Sivan 6?
__The Incredible Truth about Pentecost!
__How Should we COUNT Pentecost?
__Luke 6 – New Testament Proof on Pentecost
__Counting the Omer – Its Incredible Meaning
__Sefirat Ha Omer – a Key to Overcoming!
__Sadducees Vs. Pharisees – Who Controlled Temple Worship in the Time of Christ?
__A New Look at the Sadducees and Pharisees
__Amazing New Revelation on the Feast of Trumpets
__Fascinating New Understanding on the Feast of Tabernacles
__Secrets of the Sukkah – New Insight on the Fall Festival
__A New Look at Yom Kippur and the Azazel Goat
__Shemini Atzeret – a New Look at the “Eighth Day”
__The Mystery of Hoshana Rabbah Revealed
__What’s All This about Tithing?
__The Sacred Names of God
__Dinosaurs in the Time of Adam?
__Angels, Women,, Giants, UFOs and the Occult – Return of the Nephilim
__Christian-Messianic Passover Hagaddah
__The Birth, Ministry, Death, and Resurrection of Christ
__Is HELL Eternal?
__Is the Cross Christian?
__What Was the Mark of Cain?
__Is the Star of David Pagan?
End-Time Apostasy
__Was Herbert Armstrong the Elijah to Come?
__Where God’s Church Went Wrong!
__Prophetic Errors of Herbert W. Armstrong
__Back to Babylon
__How Are the Mighty Fallen!
__Joseph Tkach – Apostle or Apostate?
__Joseph Tkach – Saint or Monster?
__Gerald Flurry and the Philadelphia Church of God
__The House of Yahweh Exposed
__Apostasy in the End of Days
__Zechariah 11 and the End-Time Vultures
The Nature of GOD
__The Mystery of God – Who or What Was Christ Before His Human Birth?
__What Do You Mean, “The Only True God”?
__Was Jesus Christ “Created”?
__The Mystery of Lucifer and the Logos
__The Genesis Factor – Is God Reproducing Himself?
__The Pre-Existence of Christ – Fact or Fable?
__Is Jesus “God”?
__Is God a “Trinity”?
__The Origin of the Logos
__Did God Create a Devil?
__The Early Church Fathers and the Logos
Bible Prophecy
__Who Is the United States in Bible Prophecy?
__Israel in the Last Days – Is America Ephraim or Manasseh?
__Noah’s Universal Flood – a Warning to Our Generation?
__Coming: A Modern Roman Empire?
__Panorama of Prophecy
__What Is the “Mark” of the Beast?
__Will the Messiah Return in a “Jubilee Year”?
__ China Taking Over Panama Canal & America in Prophecy
__Babylon the Great and the New World Order
__”END OF DAYS” – Incredible New Insight on End-Time Prophecy
__Where Are the Seven Churches of Revelation?
__The Last Days: Daniel 7 and the New World Order
__Daniel’s 2300 day Prophecy
__Daniel 8 and the End of Days
__Daniel 9 – Amazing PROOF Christ is the Promised Messiah!
__A New Look at Daniel 11
__Daniel 11 – FINAL Warning
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__ Daniel’2 1260, 1290, and 1335 Days
__The Book of Revelation Decoded
__God’s Mysterious 6,000 Year Plan
__Far Beyond STAR WARS!
__A New Look at Bible Chronology and Prophecy
__Armageddon – How Much Longer?
__The “Time of Jacob’s Troubles” – Have They Begun?
__Planet “X” and Worlds in Collision!
__Who Is the 144,000 of Revelation?
__Who Are the Two Witnesses?
__Spiritual Breakthrough – Awesome Power of Faith, Prayer and Fasting
__Meditation – Hidden Key to Spiritual Growth
__2012 and Beyond – End-Time Prophecies
__America at the Crossroads – Have We Passed the Point of No Return?
__Rothschild’s Choice – a Shocking Look at “Conspiracy Theory”
__The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse Ride Forth
__Simon Magus and the Greatest Conspiracy of All Time
__Sign of the Unicorn – Who is the Tribe of End-time Manasseh?
__Isaac Newton and the End-Time Prophecies of Daniel
__The Quartodeciman Passover Controversy and the Early Church\
__Was the “Lord’s Supper” Really the Passover?
__“How Can I Become a True Christian?”
__Countdown to the Messiah – How Much Longer?
__The 70 Years, Jubilee Cycles, Daniel’s 2300 Days, and Seven Times Prophecies
__How Many Times Did Peter Deny Christ?
__How Many Thieves Were Crucified with Christ?
__Whatever Happened to Enoch and Elijah?
__Mysteries of the Great Pyramid of Gizah
__What Is the Doctrine of the Antichrist?
__The Tribe of Dan and the Antichrist\
__Masonic Symbols and the Origin of America’s Great Seal
__Prophecy from the Zohar
__Just What Is Jewish “Kaballah”?
__Nimrod and the Tower of Babel Cataclysm
__Just Who Are the Modern Jewish People?
__The History of Apostasy and the Perfect Storm
__Origin of the 360 Day Year
__40 Proofs on Counting Pentecost
__What Do You Mean, “Born Again”?
__Seven Proofs the Lord’s Supper Is NOT the Passover!
__Apollyon Rising, 2012 and the End of Time
__Should Christians Wear Make Up and Cosmetics?
__Hannukah and the Abomination of Desolation
New Articles
__As It Was in the Days of Noah -- The 120 Years Prophecy Revealed
__2012, Quetzalcoatl, and the Wrath of Satan
__Is God Giving Us 15 Extra Years?
__The Stunning Future of America Revealed by the Isaiah 9:10 Effect
__Is the Antichrist Here Today?
__Who Will Win the White House -- Mitt Romney and the White Horse Prophecy
__Judgment Day – the 390 Day Prophecy
__Will the Antichrist be the Son of a Harlot?
__Traitors, Treason and the Enemy Within
__Should a Christian Vote?
__Is the Law of God Still in Force Today?
__Barack Obama’s Faustian Bargain with the Devil
__Cry for America, the Beloved Country!
__Daniel’s Image, the Four Beasts and the “King of Assyria”
__The Power of Living Faith
__Ancient Chronology and End-Time Prophecy
__A Voice in the Wilderness
__If John the Baptist Were Here Today
__”Elijah Shall Come and Restore All Things”
__The Astonishing Life of David
__Repentance and the Thirteen Attributes of God
__Signs of the Antichrist!
__God’s Holy Days or Pagan Holidays – Which?
__Mystery of the Shemitah and God’s Judgment on America in Heraldry and Prophecy
__The Muslim Invasion and the Growing Darkness
__Obama’s American Subversion – How Much Time Is Left?
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Who Are America and
Great Britain in ENDTIME Prophecy?
Are the United States and Great Britain mentioned in the Bible? If so, under what
names? What is the real evidence of our national heraldic emblems and symbols? Where
do we really come from? Could we be totally ignored?
Millions have been mystified, and perplexed about our ancient pedigree. Who are
we descended from? Believe it or not, the ancestors of the English speaking peoples of
the world are found throughout the pages of Scripture. But our true IDENTITY has been
SEALED – hidden from view until NOW! Who are we – really? How has this
knowledge been lost through the centuries?
The United States and Britain are often mentioned in END-TIME Bible
prophecies! But most people don’t understand WHO IS WHO! The world has been in
TOTAL ignorance of the amazing prophecies in the Bible about EPHRAIM! The whole
book of Hosea the prophet seems to FOCUS on this people! But WHO ARE THEY?
Ephraim now stands IDENTIFIED in the world today AS AMERICA! Great Britain
stand identified as the people of “Manasseh”! Here is the astounding Biblical PROOF!

□

Yes, by all means, send me
your new book at $20 per copy, and
$5 for postage. Please send _____
copies. Enclosed is ____________.
Name_________________________
Address_______________________
City__________________________
State______Zip_______
Send orders to:
Triumph Prophetic Ministries
PO Box 842
Omak WA 98841
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The AWESOME Mystery of
God’s Holy Days –
Explored and Unveiled!
The annual Festivals and Holy Days of God are revealed in the Scriptures – yet
few Christians observe them and follow pagan holidays like Christmas and Easter and
Halloween instead! Isn’t this preposterous and nonsensical?
How did Christmas and Easter invade the early church? When did the church
stop observing the Biblical holidays and replace them with PAGAN-ORIGIN
institutions? What is the real MEANING behind the Holy Days of God, and what
significance do they have for CHRISTIANS and JEWS alike?

The world has been utterly deceived by the machinations and scheming of Satan
the devil, who masquerades his pagan holidays and proclaims them to be “Christian,”
when nothing could be further from the truth!
Why did God create and command us to observe HIS Holy Days in the
Scriptures? Why did He give them to us? Are there vital lessons hidden within the Holy
Days that we ought to explore?
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Christians and Jews alike need to revisit the annual Holy Days and study into this
profound subject that unlocks the MYSTERY OF THE AGES. The awesome inspired
meaning of each one of these days is spelled out in this fantastic new treasure trove of
revelation on God’s annual Holy Days. It unravels the secret CODE which has hidden
the meaning of the holy days from MILLIONS, including the Christians and even the
Jewish people themselves!
The times are urgent. Never in history has this knowledge been more needed,
more vital, more crying for attention. Turbulent times are rushing upon the earth, the last
days of mankind are staring us in the face, and never before was the knowledge of the
HOLY DAYS of God more meaningful and necessary!
God thunders, “My people are DESTROYED for lack of knowledge” (Hosea
4:6). How much do you understand about God’s annual Holy Days, when to observe
them, their meaning and significance?
Chapters from this new book by William F. Dankenbring include –
What’s All This about “Moadim”?
God’s Holy Days or Pagan Holidays – Which?
The Mystery of the Exodus – the Ten Plagues
The Mystery of the Passover
The Mysterious Events of 30 A.D.
When Should We Observe the Passover?
Mystery of the New Testament Passover
The Mystery of Sefirat Ha Omer
Pentecost – a Day of Awesome Revelation
The Mystery of “Deuteroproton” and the New Testament Proof of Pentecost!
Is a Sunday Pentecost Pagan in Origin?
Who Were the Sadducees and Pharisees?
The Mystery of the Feast of Trumpets
The Awesome Mystery of Yom Kippur
The Mystery of the Azazel Goat
The Mystery of Sukkot – the Feast of Our Boundless Joy
The Awesome Mystery of the Lulav
The Great Mystery of Hoshana Rabbah
The Mystery of Shemini Atzeret – the Eighth Day
The Holy Days Decoded
Send for your copy of this amazing book of mystery and intrigue – revealing the awesome secrets
and unlocking the hidden, secret codes of the annual Holy Days and Festivals of God.
Price: $20, plus $5 for shipping and handling.

□ Yes, by all means, please send me the new book Mystery of the Holy Days.
Enclosed is_______for __________ copies.
Name_______________________________________
Address_____________________________________
City__________________State_____Zip code______
Country_________________________________
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The Amazing Mystery of
God’s True Calendar
Revealed at Last!
Did God give His people a calendar, to keep track of time?

The western world today goes by the “Roman” calendar, which begins the year
January 1, in the dead of winter. The Gregorian calendar is today's internationally
accepted civil calendar and is also known as the “Western calendar” or “Christian
calendar”. It was named after the man who first introduced it in February 1582: Pope
Gregory XIII. The calendar is strictly a solar calendar based on a 365-day common year
divided into 12 months of irregular lengths. 11 of the months have either 30 or 31 days,
while the second month, February, has only 28 days during the common year.
How important is TIME? In the Scriptures, God commands His people to observe certain
days as holy festivals. How can we do that if we can’t keep track of when they occur? Hence,
God gives us His Calendar in His Word. It is the basis of worshipping Him in “spirit and in
truth.”
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Does it really matter when we observe God’s annual Holy Days? Does it matter if we
are just a few days off? There is an old saying, “Close only counts in horseshoes and hand
grenades.” But does it really matter if we get God’s days right?
The Word of God does tell we should observe His annual Feast Days as “holy days to the
Lord” (see Leviticus 23). The Biblical holy days are obviously based on the Biblical calendar –
the original calendar God gave to Moses and Israel.
Is it all right to tell God, “Well, I only sinned a little bit!”? God’s Word says, plainly,
“The wages of sin is DEATH” (Rom.6:23). God says, “The soul that sins, it shall DIE”
(Ezek18:4, 20). So which is going to be? Are we going to obey GOD? Or go the route that
“seems right” to a man, but ends in DEATH (Prov.14:12, 16:25)?
If you had an appointment to see a king on a particular ate, sat a particular time, and you
went on the wrong day – you got the dates mixed up – would it be all right? Would the king
allow you to interrupt his schedule, and tame up his time, which he had NOT set aside for you?
Would he allow you to CHANGE THE DATE ON YOUR OWN CREDENCE?
God set aside certain days as HOLY, and He meets with us on THOSE days. If we are
not present, then TOO BAD –for us! We miss Him to our own sorrow and hurt. If it is serious
business to keep an appointment with a BOSS or human employer or a KING “on time,” and to
be punctual, HOW MUCH MORE IS IT IMPORTANT TO KEEP GOD’S APPOINTMENTS ON
TIME?
Jesus Christ declared, “The time is coming, IT HAS COME ALREADY, when the real
worshippers will worship the Father will worship the Father in Spirit and in REALITY; for these
are the worshippers that the Father desires. God is Spirit, and his worshippers must worship him
in Spirit and in reality” (John 4:24, Moffatt). Sample chapters include:
The Calendar Before the Flood
Incredible Origin of the Jewish Calendar
The Calendar in Jesus’ Time
The Mystery of Calendar Changes, Additions and Postponements
Was the Original Calendar Calculated?
What Do You Mean, “In Moses’ Seat”?
dThe Mystery of the New Moon
When Does the Year Really Begin?
Yes, please send me your book on The Mystery of God’s Calendar. I want to know
the Real, genuine, honest TRUTH. I want to “prove all things” (I Thess.5:21).
Enclosed is $15.00 plus $5.00 for postage. Please send it as soon as possible!
Please send it to:
Name_____________________________
Address___________________________
State________Zip code_______________
Country____________________________
Send orders to:
Triumph Prophetic Ministries
PO Box 842
Omak WA 98841
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Letters from Readers
“I keep hearing that this age of man’s rule on this
earth can go on for another 20 or 30 years. But
at the rate we are destroying every thing, man
will destroy everything before then.
“At the rate we are destroying the United States,
it will not be a good place to live very soon.
“It is hard to believe all the genetic modification
of every thing that is going on. I know it is said
that at the end of the age it will be like the days
of Noah and it is happening before our eyes.
“It is hard to believe that Putin seems to be the
protector of Christianity and Macdaddy is a
destroyer of Christianity and an instigator of any
thing Muslim.”
-- Charles Rearick
“I know you had quoted from people like
Michael Savage (the conservative radio host).
I’m a loyal listener of him. I was wondering if
you have ever reached out to people like him. I
know his views really good and I know your
books on the identity of America and Great
Britain and ‘the lost ten tribes’ will strike Dr.
Savage. He has never been exposed to True
Christianity. Have you ever reached out to him?
I’m just curious if you ever reach out to ‘popular
figures.’
“I also would like to know your opinion on
Donald Trump. I’m a Hispanic that agrees with
Trump’s immigration views but I don’t know
much of his history or his faith and morality. I
want America to be great again so I turned back
to the God of our fathers, YHVH, all glory be to
Him. But Ephraim is not as strong as he thinks
he is. As a nation we are allowing atrocities to
Christians in the Middle East, we are stimulating
hatred through the Internet from non-Americans
and yet we are inviting them in and legalize the
ones already here. All morality is now viewed as
‘out of date’ and we even put the gay flag on the
White House while allowing U.S.’s flag to be

burned and ridiculed. Me and my family are
striving to please God but I’m really worried
about the country and the people I love so much.
If I didn’t know about the World Tomorrow and
the True Kingdom of God, I would be shaking in
fear.
“May Yahveh bless you and keep your family
and loved ones under His loving care.”
-- Texas
“Sir, I’ve been reading and studying your articles
and I’m learning things that are new to me and
you are making me see things in a new light. I
just finished reading your book God’s True
Calendar, and all I can say is Wow! It is harder
to ‘unlearn’ something than it is to learn
something new. I’ve always believed, like so
many others, that the count to Pentecost was
from the weekly Sabbath and that Pentecost
always falls on a Sunday but the facts and
evidence you present in your book are
undisputable. The unique way you teach is quite
wonderful, you guide the reader in a straight path
of truth and evidence and when one finishes your
article or book the reader finds himself with no
question left unanswered and the plain truth
shining in his eyes like the brightest sun. All
that is left is for one to admit that he was wrong
and to accept the truth before him.”
-- Texas
“I would like to thank you so much for another
year of your faithful support of all us inmates.
Each mailing I receive your wonderful and
truthful magazine. I know that my few stamps
that I send now and then hardly pays for all the
cost. I send what I can and pray for God to
provide you His help.
“Each issue of Prophecy Flash I read many times
and I share it with all my brothers here in our
Messianic Community. Please keep it coming.”
-- Colorado

